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DISCLAIl\fER 

TIle opinions, findings, conclusions, and recommendations expressed in this report are 
those of the California Highway Patrol and not necessarily those of the State of 
California. TIle contents of this report do not constitute standards, specifications, or 
regulations. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 






BACKGROUND 


TRUCK ACCIDENTS 


The issue of truck accidents on California highways is a significant concern to the California 
Highway Patrol (CHP), the Legislature, governmental and traffic safety agencies, and the motoring 
public. Truck accidents in California have increased 43 percent over the five year period 1982 
through 1986. Truck-at-fault (TAF) accidents during this period increased from 45.6 percent of all 
truck accidents occurring statewide to nearly 51 percent. In 1986, there were 38,163 truck accidents, 
of which 19,443 were TAF, i.e., the truck driver or equipment caused the accident. Fatal and injury 
accidents involving trucks have increased 40.2 and 36.2 percent respectively for the period 1982 
through 1986. Approximately nine out often TAF accidents during this period were caused by driver 
error. The three leading accident-causing driver errors were unsafe speed, turning, and lane changes. 

Formany years truck drivers have been held in high esteem as professionals; however, public regard 
for the trucking industry has slipped as congested highways and smaller profit margins have 
combined to set the stageforunsafe driving practices. Despiteenhanced CHP enforcement strategies 
and education effons, truck accidents continue to grow at an a1anning rate. 

LEGISLAnON 

The CHP implemented the Specially Marked Patrol Vehicle (SMPV) Pilot Ptogram on January 12, 
1987 and it ran through December 31, 1987. This program was instituted in compliance with Senate 
Bill 1873, which was sponsored by the California Trucking Association. Senate Bill 1873 required 
the CHP to institute a pilot program using patrol vehicles. not readily identifiable as CHP 
enforcement vehicles, to primarily enforce heavy truck rules of the road. In enacting this law, the 
Legislature acknowledged that a continued disregard for the safe operation of heavy commercial 
vehicles by some drivers existed. The Legislature recognized that the CHP had limited ability to 
combat the unsafe operation of commercial vehicles by drivers who employed various methods of 
communication to evade apprehension. 

PROGRAM OBJECTNE 

The objective of the pilot program was to increase compliance with rules of the road relating to heavy 
truck operations. The perceived risk of apprehension was expected to contribute to the enhanced 
compliance. The goal of the program was to realize a reduction in the number of T AF accidents. 
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PROGRAM OPERATIONS 


PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 


Management of the overall program and involved Field resources was accomplished through the 
established organizational role of CHP staff and Field commands. An operational plan and study 
design determined the objectives, scope, and methodology of the study. Field Commanders 
maintained functional control of participating Field personnel and involved resources. Field 
commands were responsible for implementing the program within the approved guidelines and study 
parameters. Specialized administrative positions were established to ensure the proper direction of 
the program and the effective use of CHP personnel and resources. 

TEST SITES 

Five test sites (e.g., segments of highway upon which SMPVs were deployed) .were selected by the 
CHP Executive Management. These test sites involved ten CHP Area commands within four CHP 
Field Divisions. Several criteria were considered in the selection of test sites, the most important of 
which was TAF accident volume. The following test sites afforded the opportunity to study the use 
ofSMPVs in rural and metropolitan environments, free-flowing traffic and dense commuter traffic, 
and level, straight highways, as well as graded curving highways. 

• 	 TEST SITE #1 34.5 mile segment of Interstate (I) 880 in the 
Oakland and Hayward CHP Areas. 

• 	 TEST SITE #2 61.8 mile segment of State Route (SR) 99 in the 
Modesto and Merced CHP Areas. 

• 	 TEST SITE #3 154.1 mile segment of SR 99 and J-5 in the 
Bakersfield, Fort Tejon, Newhall, and Verdugo Hills CHP Areas. 

• TEST SITE #4 	 15.7 mile segment of J-5 in the Santa Ana CHP Area. 

• TEST SITE #5 	 5.6 mile segment of 1-710 in the Westminster CHP Area. 
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PERSONNELrntAfrITNG 

The pilot program was conducted without adding personnel positions to the CHP. Officers 
panicipating in the program were required to complete eight hours of classroom specialized 
commercial enforcement training and six hours ofpractical field training before operating SMPVs. 
Initially, 139 persons were trained. Forty-nine additional persons were trained during the program. 

SPEClALL Y MARKED PA mOL VEIDCLES 

The pilot program used 15 SMPVs which were converted CHP Mustang, LTD, Diplomat, and 
Celebrity model patrol cars. The SMPV s were modified so that they would not be readily identifiable 
as CHP enforcement vehiCles, but would not jeopardize officer and public safety. All SMPVs met 
the identification and color requirements specified by California law for law enforcement vehicles 
engaged in traffic law enforcement. Modification consisted generally of non-CHP colors and low
profile vehicle equipment, i.e., emergency lights, antennas, etc. 

SMPV DEPLOYMEl\'T AND OPERA nONS 

Involved CHP Area commands attempted to deploy their SMPV(s) on test sites at the minimum rate 
of ten work shifts (80 hours) per week. There were, however, occasions when the minimum 
deployment rate could not be met due to a number of factors, Le., SMPV mechanical failures or 
down time for routine maintenance, and limited available personnel (Senate Bill 1873 did not provide 
funding for program personnel). 

TheSMPVs werenormaIly operated on all test sites on A Watch (5: 45 a.m. t02:15 p.m.) andB Watch 
(1 :45 p.m. to 10: 15 p.m.), Monday through Friday. A total of688,902 miles were traveled by the fleet 
ofSMPVs. 

ENFORCEMENT AND PA mOL GUIDELINES 

Senate Bill 1873 specified that the primary purpose ofSMPV officers was to enforce highway safety 
laws pertaining to heavy trucks. The legislation specified the target vehicles, which were generally 
heavy three-axle trucks, truck combinations, and trucks transporting hazardous materials. 

Target violation s were those identified as being primary collision factors in T AF accidents. They 
were divided into two general categories: (1) moving violations, and (2) driver's hours of service 
violations. 

Xl 



Officers observing flagrant orunsafe passenger vehicle violations were permitted to take appropriate 
enforcement action. 

Area Commanders deployed SMPVs, when possible, to provide maximum truck enforcement 
However, in Areas not having adequate personnel to free SMPV officers from routine beat 
accountability, SMPV officers had to function with partial or full beat accountability. 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

The CHP conducted an ongoing public affairs program to gain public support for the program, 
provide information, and increase compliance with highway safety laws. Media attention was 
intense during the first four months but tapered off toward the latter part of the program. 

Participating CHP Area commands presented orientation briefings to involved courts and district 
attorneys' offices prior to the beginning of the program. It was believed that a firm understanding 
of the program, by judges and district attorneys, was essential to the success of the program. 

SUITABILITY OF SMPYs 

Officers operating SMPVs were able to perform their duties without diminishing safety to them
selves or the public. The low-profile equipment and less conspicuous markings and color schemes 
of the SMPV s did not have a negative effect on patrol car driving character. In other words, SMPV s 
proved to be just as suitable as black and white patrol cars for the various driving functions required 
ofofficers. Analysis of79 survey questionnaires completed by SMPV officers, andreview ofreports 
by Area Commanders, indicated that SMPV s were as effective as black and white patrol cars in the 
following functions: 

• Freeway patrol services (e.g., accident investigations, motorist services); 

• Traffic control at emergency incidents; 

• Code 3 (emergency) and Code 2 (urgent) vehicle operations; and 

• Effecting enforcement stops on both trucks and passenger vehicles. 

Officer comments and Area Commander reports indicated that SMPVs may have been more 
effective than black and white patrol cars in detecting truck and passenger vehicle violations. 
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TRUCK ACCIDENTS 


Total, fatal, and injury TAF accidents on lest sites dropped overall from 1986 to 1987. The reduc
tions were at significantly higher rates than those experienced on non test site freeways. 

Total T AF accidents on test sites dropped 3.5 percent overall, compar ~ to a 5.8 percent increase in 
total T AF accidents on freeways within the vicinities of test sites. S' . injury (including fatal) 
TAF accidents on test sites dropped 11.2 percent overall, while in' .~ents decreased only 
0.4 percent on freeways within the vicinities of test sites. T(' 'Ilts on test sites 
decreased from twelve in 1986 to eight in 1987. Conservat" savings for 
the reduced fatal TAF accidents at nearly $5 million. 

ENFORCEMEN' 

A total of J8,503 citations were issued by SMr 
1873, the primary targetofSMPV enforcemr 

72.7 percent were issued for truck violat' 
passenger vehicle violations. Fony- two 
issued for truck speed. Black and wi>' 
percent of all citations for truck sr 

Specially Marked Patrol Vehir' 

patrol hour than black and .k 

citations per officer patre>' 
 Jced 
only 0.08 total truck c' .Ai 537 
percent more total tp ~ment. 

An examination J white patrol 
unit enforcem' : against SMPV 
enforcemel' 

r ..nce to the public. During the 
15 SMPV units . 

. counted for 66.4 percent of the total 
.It more patrol time than that logged by 

~r proportion of patrol time is due to the 



PUBLIC ATTITlIDES 

Overall, public acceptance of the use of SMPVs was refreshingly high for the duration of the 
program. All Area Commanders felt that the public was overwhelmingly in suppon of the program. 
Their perceptions were based on interaction with the general public, judges, attorneys, community 
leaders, local government representati ves, and members of the media. Officers' responses on survey 
questionnaires indicated that, based on enforcement contacts, SMPV officers perceived that the 
public was in favor of SMPV enforcement against trucks. 

CONCLUSIONS 

FINDINGS 

1. 	 Reduction in TAF accident rates was achieved on SMPV test sites. The success experienced 
on test sites was significant when compared to the rate of decline on other groups ofhighways, 

2. 	 Officers operating SMPVs generated more truck citations per officer patrol hour and focused 
a much higher percentage of total enforcement activity toward truck drivers than did officers 
operating black and white patrol cars, 

3, 	 Specially Marked Patrol Vehicles proved to be just as suitable as black and white patrol cars 
for the variety of functions required of CHP offic,ers. 

4. 	 Public and judicial acceptance of the pilot program was perceived by the CHP to be positive, 
Judicial concern for or against the use of SMPVs was nonexistent. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The CHP should retain the option to use SMPVs on any highway segment within the State that meets 
specified criteria relating to truck accidents or noncompliance with highway safety laws. 
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BACKGROUND 






INTRQDlJCTION 

Heavy trucks are an integral component ofCalifornia's highway rransportation environment, and are 
essential to the State's economy. More trucks than ever are operating in California to accommodate 
the State's expanding popUlation and increased demand for consumer products. Today, there are 
more trucks registered in California than in any other state. The trucking indusrry rransports 99 
percent of all agricultural products and 98 percent of all manufactured goods which are produced or 
marketed in California. The service provided by this indusrry enhances the life of each rnember of 
the public. However, heavy trucks also present significant and unique traffic safety problems when 
they are involved in accidents. 

TR!1CK ACCIDENTS 

The issue of truck accidents on California highways is a significant concern to the California 
Highway Patrol (CHP), the Legislature, governmental and traffic safety agencies, and the motoring 
public. When heavy trucks are involved in accidents with other vehicles, the potential for fatalities 
and serious injuries is increased dramatically. Also, extensive traffic congestion and costly traffic 
delays are often caused by truck accidents. 

The CHP maintains a vested interest in truck accidents because of the ever-increasing number ofsuch 
accidents on California highways. Statewide, the number of truck accidents has grown at a 
disproportionately higher rate than total motor vehicle accidents. 

I1GURE 1. Accidents involving heavy trucks have an increased potential for serious and fatal injuries and often cause 
extensive traffic congestion. 
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Truck accidents in California have increased 43 percent 
over a five year period, from 26,651 in 1982 to 38,163 in 
1986. While this increase is significant, it is necessary to 
place truck accidents into perspective with total motor 
vehicle accidents. From 1982 through 1986, truck acci
dents have represented between S.9 and 6.9 percent of the 
total motor vehicle accidents in California. Approxi
mately SO percent of the truck accidents investigated 
statewide during this period were determined, by investi
gating officers, to be truck-at-fault (TAF) i.e., the truck 
driver or equipment caused the accident. Notably, there 

,~, 

has been an upward trend in T AF accidents. In 1982, T AF 
accidents represented 4S.6 percentage of all truck acci

FIGURE 2. Growth in truck-involved and dents occurring statewide. However, by 1986 the percent 
truck-at-fault accidents. ofTAF accidents had increased to nearly SI percent. 

More alarming than the growing number of truck accidents is the number ofpersons killed or injured 
as the result of such accidents. During the five year period 1982 through 1986, over 2,900 persons 
were killed and over 71.000 injured as the result of these accidents. On the average in 1986, one 
person was killed every 12 hours and 55 minutes, and one injured every 33 minutes, in a truck 
accident on California highways. 

Fatal and injury accidents involving trucks have increased 40.2 and 36.2 percent respectively in 
California for the five year period 1982 through 1986. The number of persons killed in truck 
accidents increased 34.8 percent, from 503 persons in 1982 to 678 people in 1986. Persons injured 
in truck accidents during this period increased 37.5 percent, from 11,711 in 1982 to 16,097 in 1986. 
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CHP statistics for the five 
year period 1982 through 
1986 show that approxi
mately nine out often TAF 
accidents were caused by 
driver error. The three most 
prevalent causes of driver
caused accidents were 
unsafe speed, turning. and 
lane changes. Mechanical 
defects were responsible 
for less than five percent of 
all truck accidents. 

The CHP maintains an ongoing enforcement effort focused on the safe and lawful operation oflarge 
trucks on California highways. The CHP continues to give high priority to enforcing truck rules of 
the road, in addition to maintaining a commercial vehicle inspection program. Inspection and 
enforcement activities are designed tocurtail the number ofaccidents resulting from driver errors and 
equipment deficiencies. 

For the five year period 1982 through 1986, 13.2 percent of all citations issued statewide by the CHP 
were issued to truck drivers and owners_ Approximately twelve and one half (12.6) percent of these 
1.9million truck citations were issuedforunsafe speed, turning, orlane changes. Citations for unsafe 
truck speed have increased 17 percent over a five year period, from41,715 in 1982 to48,753 in 1986. 
While this represents a significant increase and reflects the effOrTS that the CHP is making toward 
truck enforcement, only 12 percent of all citations issued to truck drivers in 1986 were for speed. In 
comparison, 42 percent of all citations issued to passenger vehicle drivers in 1986 were for speed. 

The CHP continues to explore new alternatives to address the truck accident problem. Strategies 
have included innovative and aggressive enforcement, truck inspection programs, and public 
education effOrTS, all of which are designed to reduce the number of truck accidents. The CHP has 
deployed surprise strike force teams at locations with heavy truck traffic to identify mechanically 
unsafe trucks and drivers suffering from fatigue. Innovative programs such as Operation Skywatch, 
which teamed CHP ground and air units, have been used in the enforcement effOrTS against speeding 
trucks. A Commercial Corridor concept has been used throughout the State on highways with high 
truck accident rates. This strategy of combining education and enforcement effons is directed 
towards drivers of automobiles, as well as truck drivers. These approaches, coupled with renewed 
commitment from the trucking industry and other agencies, play an impurtant role in ongoing CHP 
effOrTS to reduce truck accidents. 

9t.5~ 

CAUSES OF TAF ACCDENTS 	 tt.lSAFE ll.l'lE 
CH"'tGE 11!?'l. 

O~IVER ERROR BROKEN DOWN BV VIOLA-TION TYPE 

FIGURE 4. Causes of truck·at-fault accidents. 
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UNSAFE TRUCK OPERATIONS 

Despite enhanced enforcement strategies and education efforts, trucldng accidents continue to grow 
at an alarming rate. Motorists continue to write to legislators and the CHP about the menacing driving 
practices of a small percentage of truck drivers. They complain about truck drivers who tailgate, 
execute unsafe lane changes, and force cars off the highway. There continues to exist a total 
disregard for the safe and legal operation oflarge trucks by some drivers. Their unsafe and unla\vful 
driving practices reflect negatively on the entire trucking industry. Some truck drivers utilize the 
various tools and techniques at their disposal to evade detection. From their vantage point, they can 
easily identify marked patrol vehicles through their large side mirrors. Funher, through the use of 
citizen band (CB) radios they are able to communicate with each other and share infonnation on the 
location of patrol vehicles. 

For many years, truck drivers have been held in high esteem as professionals; couneous, friendly, 
ready and willing to assist stranded motorists. However, public regard for the trucking industry has 
slipped as congested highways, tighter schedules, and smaller profit margins have combined to set 
the stage for unsafe driving practices. Such driving practices contribute to the loss ofpositive regard 
for truck drivers. 

LEGISLATION 

The growth in truck accidents and the public'S increased sensitivity to unsafe driving practices has 
caused a great deal ofconcern within the trucking industry. In addition to the human suffering caused 
by truck accidents, truck insurance pretniums have increased, costly time delays have become more 
frequent, and public regard for the industry hasclitninished. In response to the problem, the California 
Trucking Association sponsored legislation to assist the CHP in combating the growing problem of 
truck accidents caused by unsafe driving. 

On September 26, 1986 the Governor approved Senate Bill 1873, which required the CHP to 
implement a pilot program in 1987 using Specially Marked Patrol Vehicles (SMPVs) to primarily 
enforce truck rules of the road. In enacting this law, the Legislature found that. except for air patrol 
operations, the CHP had litnited ability to detect unsafe truck drivers who employ various methods 
of communications to evade apprehension. Senate Bill 1873 directed the CHP to institute a pilot 
program using vehicles. not readily identifiable as standard CHP patrol vehicles. for the primary 
purpose of enforcing highway safety laws pertinent to trucks. Such patrol vehicles were required to 
display the CHP insignia and to meet the identification requirements specified by State regulations. 
Additionally, officers operating the SMPVs were required to be in full uniform. 
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The legislation limited the pilot program to four of the eight CHP Field Divisons and not more than 
15 patrol vehicles. Senate Bill 1873 set a program termination date of December 31, 1987. and 
required that the CHP submit a report on the pilot program to the Legislature. 

l'ILOT PROGRAM MISSJQIS 

The purpose of the pilot program was to increase traffic safety. The thrust of CHP effortS was to 
increase compliance with rules of the road relating to trucks. It was expected that the perceived risk 
of apprehension would increase through the use of SMPVs. thereby enhancing compliance. The goal 
of the program was to realize a reduction in TAF accidents through increased compliance. 
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PROGRAM OPERATIONS 






lNTROPUCTION 

The major ingredients which were necessary to implement and maintain the field operation phase of 
the Specially Marked Patrol Vehicle (SMPV) Pilot Program are presented in this section. The 
logistical elements and operational guidelines which determined the scope and nature of field 
operations will be presented along with pertinent background information. 

The preparation phase for the pilot program was relatively short. In late September 1986, the 
Governor signed legislation directing the CHP to institute a pilot program. Between early October 
1986 and January 12, 1987 test sites were selected, SMPVs were prepared and distributed, initial 
personnel were selected and trained, deployment guidelines and general operating policies were 
established, and public affairs activities were initiated. 

Field operations began on January 12, 1987 and terminated at midnight on December 31,1987. 
During this time, 15 SMPVs were deployed on five test sites encompassing ten CHP Area 
commands. 

PROGRAM ADMlNISTRATION 

Executive Management of the CHP had ultimate responsibility for the administration of the pilot 
program. Management of the overall program and involved field resources was accomplished 
through the established organizational roles of CHP staff and Field commands. 

The CHP Headquarters staff developed the Pilot Program Operational Plan and Study Design which 
was approved by CHPExecutiveManagetuent. The objectives, scope, and methodology ofthe study 
were determined by the study design. Headquarters staff was responsible for the development and 
continuous assessment of operational guidelines, policies, and procedures, as well as data analysis. 

Field Commanders maintained functional control of participating Field personnel and involved 
resources. Field commands were responsible for implementing the program within the approved 
guidelines and stUdy parameters. 

Administrative positions were established to ensure the proper direction of the program and the 
effective use of CHP personnel and resources. Designated positions included the following: 

• 	 PROGRAM DIRECTOR - The Chief of the Plaruting and Analysis Division was designated as 
the Program Director. The prime responsibilities were: (1 )overseeing all aspects ofthe program; 
and (2) informing Executive Management of the program status. 
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• 	 PROGRAM MANAGER- The Commander ofOperational Planning Section was designated the 
Program Manager. Responsibilities included: (1) monitoring program progress; (2) providing 
review and approval of study documents; (3) serving as liaison between Field commands and the 
Program Director; (4) advising the Program Director of problems affecting the program and 
making recommendations for resolution; and (5) overseeing data collection, analysis, and report 
preparation. 

• 	 PUBLlC INFORMATION COORDINATOR - The Commander of the Office of Public Affairs 
was designated as the Public Information Coordinator. Responsibilities included: (1) imple
menting statewide public affairs activities pertaining to the program; (2) ensuring that Division 
public affairs activities were coordinated with the statewide public affairs activities; and (3) 
monitoring public interest and media coverage. 

• 	 PROGRAM COORDINATOR/ANALYST - The Lieutenant in Operational Planning Section 
was designated as the Program Coordinator and Supervising Analyst. Responsibilities included: 
(1) overseeing data collection, analysis, and report preparation; (2) developing, in conjunction 
with the Program Officer, the study methodology; and (3) ensuring that Field and Staff concerns 
were addressed in a timely manner. 

• 	 PROGRAM OFFICER/ANALYST - The Sergeant in Operational Planning Section was desig
nated as the Program Officer and Analyst. Responsibilities included: (1) providing coordinating 
assistance to commands participating in the program; (2) collecting and analyzing program data; 
(3) preparing program documents and the tmal report; and (4) identifying problems affecting the 
program and making recommendations for resolution to the Program Coordinator. 

• 	 INFORMATION SERVICES COORDINATOR - The supervisor of the Management Informa
tion Section, Information Services Unit, was designated as the Information Services Coordinator. 
Responsibilities included: (1) acting as liaison between data users and automated information 
systems; (2) programming or writing specifications to extract data from the CHP Management 
Information System and the Statewide Integrated Traffic Reporting System; and (3) determining 
the validity of data before it was released to data users. 

• 	 FIELD DIVISION COORDINATOR - Each participating Field Division appointed a program 
coordinator who was responsible for overall supervision of the program withln the Division, and 
for coordination with other participating Division and Headquarters staff. Responsibilities 
included: (1) ensuring that SMPVs were deployed pursuaut to established deployment criteria; 
(2) ensuring the timely completion ofprogram documents, (Le., questionnaires and evaluations), 
and routing to the Program Manager; (3) ensuring the prompt reporting ofsignificant operational 
problems to the Program Officer; and (4) ensuring the documentation ofsignificanteventsrelated 
to the program. 
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• 	 AREA COMMAND PERSO:t'<1'.TEL - The success of the program depended, to a great extent, 
upon acceptance by involved personnel of program objectives, goals, and guidelines. Area 
Commanders and their supervisory teams were responsible for: (1) monitoring of program 
activities within their Areas and promoting enthusiasm for the program; (2) ensuring that 
participating personnel adhered to the established enforcementlpatrol guidelines; (3) carefully 
reviewing the activity summaries and citations generated by participating officers to make 
certain that officer activity was in compliance with program policies; (4) ensuring that SMPVs 
were deployed in accordance with established deployment criteria; and (5) ensuring that officer 
activity and enforcement data was entered in a timely manner into the Management Information 
System. 

TEST SITES 

DEFTh"ITION 

Test sites were segments of highway upon which SMPVs were deployed during the operational 
phase. Each site was defined as a specified number of miles on a highway route considered to be a 
major trucking corridor. The nature of the roadway was another common characteristic shared by 
all test sites; all were divided, multi-lane highways with full or partial control of access. They all 
had posted maximum speed limits of 55 MPH. 

PRIMARY SELECTION CRITERIA AND METHODOLOGY 

Several criteria were considered in the selection of test sites, the most important of which was T AF 
accident volume. A list of highway segments with high TAF accident rates was used in selecting test 
sites. The list was established by CHP staff, using data previously developed by an advisory task 
force convened in 1986 by the Commissioner ofthe CHP. The task force accomplished the following 
tasks: 

• 	 Identified highways that serve as major transportation routes; 

• 	 Divided those highways into the segments patrolled by each CHP Area command having patrol 
jurisdiction and determined the number of miles for each segment; 

• 	 Determined the number of 1985 TAF accidents for each of the segments; 

• 	 Established a TAF accident density factor for each segment in order to provide a common point 
of reference. This density factor is defined as the number of 1985 TAF accidents per highway 
mile by highway route and highway segment; 
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• 	 Established a statewide T AF accident density factor to provide a figure with which to compare 
segment density factors. Using the total number of 1985 T AF accidents occurring within CHP 
jurisdiction (10,683) and the total miles of CHP patrol jurisdiction (95,528), a statewide density 
factor ofO.11 was determined. This density factor represents a 1985 statewide average of0.11 
T AF accidents for each mile of CHP patrol jurisdiction; 

• 	 Determined the percentage difference between the statewide density factor and the density factor 
for each highway, on a segment-by-segment basis. For example, 1-880 within the Oakland CHP 
Area co=and consists of 12.3 highway miles, accounted for 164 TAF accidents in 1985, and 
had a density factor (TAF accidents per mile) of 13.3, which is about 12,000 percent above the 
statewide densi ty factor of 0.11. 

Highway segments which had a density factor 2,000 percent above the statewide density factor were 
identified as having a high TAF accident rate. Through trial application, it was determined that this 
criterion provided a reasonable balance between highway target miles and the number of T AF 
accidents on those highways. 

SECONDARY SELECTION CRITERIA 

In addition to a high volume ofTAF accidents, the following criteria were considered in selecting 
test sites: 

• 	 The potential for the pilot program to impact T AF accident rates; 

• 	 The opportunity to study the use of SMPVs in various traffic conditions; 

• 	 A high degree of noncompliance with Vehicle Code laws pertaining to truck speed, turning, 
lane changes, following too closely, starting, and backing; 

• 	 Public opinion supporting the use of SMPVs. 

SELECTED TEST SITES 

After receiving input from CHP Field and Headquarters Divisions, CHP Executive Management 
selected five test sites within ten CHP Area co=ands. These sites afforded the opportuni ty to study 
the use of SMPVs in different environments: (1) rutal and metropolitan regions; (2) light, free
flowing traffic and dense co=uter traffic; and (3) level, straight highways, as well as graded 
curving highways. 

TEST SITE #1 was a 34.5 mile segment ofl-S80 within the Golden Gate Division of the CHP. This 
Division encompasses the San Francisco Bay Area - the largest metropolitan and industrial region 
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in Northern California. This stretch of 1-880 is a 
high volume trucking corridor traversing the 
Oakland and Hayward CHP Areas in the East Bay 
Region. The freeway is a primary link between 
San Jose and Oakland and passes through the 
cities of Oakland, San Leandro, Hayward, Union 
City, and Fremont. 

Interstate 880 provides access to the commercial 
and industrial hub of the region. It is a critical 
artery serving the seaportS of Oakland, Alameda 
and Richmond, two major rail facilities, numerous 
trucking terminals, and the Oakland International 
Airport. Two of the region's largest oil refineries 
are located just north of Test Site #1 and several 
more are located in an adjacent county. 

The segment on-880 fonning Test Site # 1 is a full 
nortblsouth freeway crossing heavily populated 
and" industrial intense regions. It traverses the 

SAN JOSE \ 
relatively flat surface along the eastern margins of 
the San Francisco Bay. No significant grades exist 
on Test Site #1. Interstate 880 consists of two to 
four lanes in each direction with numerous on- and 
off-ramps. There are segments of super-elevation 
and stretches without shoulders. 

Interstate 880 carries an extremely high volume of daily repeat truck traffic, as well as heavy 
commute traffic Monday through Friday. Stop and go traffic is the norm during regular commute 
hours. In 1985 this segment ofI-880 experienced 323 TAF accidents, for an average of 9.4 TAF 
accidents per test site mile. 

TEST SITE #2 was a 61.8 mile segment of State Route (SR) 99 within the Central Division of the 
CHP. This stretch of SR 99 traverses the Modesto and Merced CHP Areas and is located in the 
Northern San Joaquin Valley which is known as a great agricultural region. It is a major linking 
corridor between the Los Angeles metropolitan region and those of Northern California. Test Site 
#2 passes through the cities of Modesto and Merced and the rural communities of Ceres, Turlock, 
Livingston, and Atwater. 

The segment ofSR 99 fanning Test Site #2 is a nortb/south highway which is mostly full freeway 
with two or three lanes in each direction. It is constructed on the level valley floor and is relatively 
straight. Broad, flat agricultural lands border both sides of SR 99. 
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F1GURE S. Test Site #1. 
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State Route 99 carries a high volume of weekly 
and daily repeat truck traffic. Traffic is generally 
free flowing. In 1985 this segment of SR 99 
experienced 142 T AF accidents, for an average of 
2.3 TAF accidents per test site mile. 

TEST SITE #3 was the longest of the five test 
sites - 154.1 miles in length. It consisted of a 57.6 
mile segment of SR 99 and a 96.5 mile segment of 
1-5. Test Site #3 was located in the Central and. 
Southern Divisions of the CHP and traversed the 
Bakersfield, Fort Tejon, Newhall, and Verdugo 
Hills CHP Areas. 

The stretch of SR 99 included in Test Site #3 is a 
fullnorthlsouth freeway forming a major trucking 
route between the metropolitan regions of South
ern and Northern California. This freeway trav
erses the rural region of the Southern San Joaquin 
Valley and consists of two to three lanes in each 
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FIGURE 7. Test Site #3. 
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direction. It passes through the communities 
of Delano and McFarland and the city of 
Bakersfield. The freeway is located on the 
level valley floor and is relatively straight. 
Broad, flat agricultural lands and expansive 
oil and natural gas production sites border SR 
99. 

State Route 99 carries a high volume of truck 
traffic. Traffic is generally free-flowing. In 
1985, this segment of SR 99 experienced 98 
TAF accidents. for an average of 1.7 T AF 
accidents per test site mile. 

The stretch ofI-5 included in Test Site #3 is a 
full north/south freeway forming the primary 
corridor which links Southern California to 
the San Joaquin Valley and Northern Califor
nia. Interstate 5 is the main connecting artery 
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between the Mexican Border and Oregon. Interstate 5 consists of two to four lanes in each direction 
in rural regions, and up to six lanes in each direction at metropolitan freeway interchanges. 

Interstate 5 in San Joaquin Valley traverses relatively flat, broad lands used for agricultural business 
and oil and natural gas production. However, in northern Los Angeles County, 1-5 is characterized 
byrolling hills, sweeping curves,and steep grades which require truck lane controL The "Grapevine" 
is asix-mile segment which ascends from the valley floor to 4,144 feet at Tejon Pass. This four to 
six percent grade is well known for major truck accidents. In some locations, the northbound and 
southbound lanes are on different elevations and separated up to half a mile. 

Traffic on 1-5 in northern Los Angeles County is generally free-flowing. In the vicinities ofGlendale 
and Los Angeles, traffic is generally heavy with congestion occurring during commute hours. 
Interstate 5 carries a high volume of long-haul and repeat truck traffic. In 1985 this segment of I
S experienced 260 T AF accidents. On the average, 1.4 to 2.5 TAF accidents occurred every test site 
mile in rural areas and 6.8 TAF accidents occurred every test site mile in metropolitan areas. 

TEST SITE #4 was a IS.7 mile segment of I-S 
within the Border Division of the CHP. This 
stretch of I-S traverses the Santa Ana CHP Area 
and passes through the cities of Anaheim, Orange, 
Santa Ana, Tustin, and Irvine. It is a major 
transportation artery for trucks traversing Orange 
County, and connects the southernmost part of 
California with Los Angeles and Northern Cali
fornia. 

The segment of 1-5 forming Test Site #4 is a full 
north/south freeway consisting of three lanes in 
each direction. The entire freeway segment is 
situated in a densely popUlated, suburban region 
ofLos Angeles. Surrounding landscape is flat and 
fully developed. Numerous on- and off-ramps are 
present. Traffic is generally very heavy and is 
subject to stop and go congestion during commute 
hours. 

In 1985, Test Site #4 experienced 97 TAF acci
dents, for an average of 6.2 T AF accidents per test 
site mile. 

FIGURE 8. Test Site #4. 
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FIGURE 9. Test Site #5. 
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LONG BEACH 

TEST SITE #5 was the shortest of the five 
test sites - 5.6 miles in length. This segment 
ofI-710is within the Border Division of the 
CHP and traverses the Westminster CHP 
Area. It is completely within the city limits 
of Long Beach. This freeway is a major 
artery which provides access to the harbors 
ofLong Beach and Los Angeles. The Port of 
Long Beach is the busiest port on the West 
Coast. 

This segment of 1-710 is a full north/south 
freeway consisting of three or four lanes in 
each direction. Numerous on- and off-ramps 
are present. The surrounding landscape is 
relatively flat and open, and industrial in 
nature. Traffic is generally heavy. 

Interstate 710 carries the highest volume of 
truck traffic of any highway in the State. It 
carried approximately 23,000 trucks per day 
in 1985. The majority of the truck traffic is 
making local deliveries of containers to or 
from the Port of Long Beach. In 1985 this 
segment of 1-710 experienced 100 TAF 
accidents. for an average of 17.9 T AF acci
dents per test site mile. 

PERSONNEL 

The pilot program was conducted without adding personnel positions to the CHP. The four 
participating CHP Field Divisions selected officers from existing rosters to participate in the 
program. A willingness to participa te was a prerequisite for all officer selections. Prior commercial 
enforcement experience was not essential for selection, although it was considered a beneficial 
element. 

Officers chosen to participate in the program could not be involved in any other special assignments 
during their participation in the program. The length of officer assignments varied at the discretion 
of participating CHP Division and Area Commanders. Most personnel changes were made in 
accordance with established shift schedules. 
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Each participating CHP Area initially assigned a minimum of five officers to the program for each 
SMPV deployed within its command. Over the duration of the program, additional officers were 
selected to rotate into the program to ensure that adequate staffing levels were maintained. 

CQ1\1MERCJAL VEHICLE TRAINING 

Eight hours of specialized commercial enforcement classroom training and six hOUTS of practical 
field training were presented to involved officers, sergeants, and managers prior to implementation 
of the pilot program. Every officer initially assigned, or assigned thereafter, to the program was 
required to complete this training prior to operating a SMPV. 

The training was provided by the CHP Operational Planning Section and Commercial and Technical 
Services Section. Initially, l39 persons were trained. An additional 49 persons were trained during 
the program. 

The classroom curriculum consisted of the following classes: 

• Program Orientation and Philosophy, 1/2 Hour. 

Overview of the pilot program including legislative intent, program goal and scope, and 
enforcement and patrol guidelines. 

• Driver's License!Registration Requirements, 2-1/2 Hours. 

Presentation of driver qualifications and commercial vehicle registration laws. An analysis 
of current regulations governing the classes of operator licenses, required endorsements, 
and basic registration requirements for California-based and foreign-registered commercial 
vehicles. 

• Driver's Hours of Service, 2-1/2 Hours. 

Instruction on driver's hours-of-service limitations under state and federal regulations, 
including log book requirements. 

• Problem Recognition and Officer Safety, 2 HOUTS. 

Identification of audible air losses from truck brake systems, unsafe loads on vehicles, any 
other obvious hazardous condition observed during a walk-around inspection, proper en
forcement tactics, and operations around large trucks. 

• 	 Reporting, 1/2 Hour. 
Presentation of special reporting procedures. 
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The practical field training occurred at CHI' highway platform scale and inspection facilities. 
Officers conducted enforcement contacts with truck drivers traveling through these facilities. 
Personnel applied the concepts learned during the classroom training and, when appropriate, took 
enforcement action, Le., issued citations, placed vehicles out-of-service, etc. Enforcement actions 
were made in accordance with existing CHI' enforcement policies. 

SPECIALLY MARKED PATROL VEIDCLES 

STANDARD CHI' PATROL CAR MARKINGS 

Since its formation in 1929, the CHI' has utilized distinctly marked patrol vehicles. Currently, the 
CHI' maintains a fleet of over 2,000 distinctly marked patrol cars. These cars display the uniform 
color configuration and markings of the CHI' and are easily identifiable statewide as enforcement 
vehicles. They meet the color specifications established in the California Code ofRegulatiom; (CCR) 
for traffic law enforcement vehicles. 

Section 1140 in Title 13 of the CCR applies to the color of motor vehicles used by officers on duty 
forthe main purpose ofenforcing vehicle code laws penaining to accidents and rules ofthe road. This 
Section requires that such cars and trucks have one of the exterior finishes described below: 

• 	 Entirely white; or 

• 	 White, except that an area not less than and including the front door panels shall be black; or 

• 	 Black, except that an area not less than and including the front door panels shall be white; or 

• 	 Any other color that contrasts sharply with white, providing an area not less than and including 
the front door panels is white and the indicia or names of governmental entities operating the 
vehicles are displayed on the front door panels. 

CHI' patrol cars are painted with a black and white color scheme; the front doors and roofare white, 
while the body is black. Gold colored, 3 1(2 inch high reflectorized "Highway Patrol" decals are 
present on the rear. Also, a 15 inch wide star, with the words "Highway Patrol" arched above it, is 
mounted on each front door. 

The maximum contrast of the CHI"s present black and white scheme provides very high visibility, 
consistent with the Department's policy of high-profile, in-view patrol. Generally, it is the 
Department's belief that rapid recognition of enforcement units is important both to deter potential 
traffic violators and to identify officers when motorists are being stopped for a violation or require 
assistance. 
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The visibility of CHP vehicles can also be a clisadvantage during enforcement operations. During 
daylight hours, drivers are easily able to identify the presence ofa CHPvehicle, and may temporarily 
alter their driving behavior accordingly. In adclition, CHP officers generally determine the speed of 
violators on maximum limit highways through line-of-sight "pacing," i.e., matching the speed of the 
violator's vehicle. The length of this pace may be up to several miles in rural areas. During the pace, 
violators have an adclitional opportunity to observe the clistinctive CHP vehicle behind them. 
Habitual and/or extreme violators are especially vigilant, and closely monitor their rear-view 
mirrors. 

STANDARD CHP PATROL CAR EQUIPMENT 

In adclition to the clistinctive color configuration and markings, CHP patrol cars can be easily 
recognized by the law enforcement equipment mounted upon them. Such equipment includes the 
following: 

• 	 Emergency Lighting - patrol cars not equipped with overhead emergency lights (light bars) are 
equipped with two front 5 3/4 inch cliameter emergency lamps: one red spotlamp mounted on 
the left windshield post and one white mounted on the right post. Three rear-facing warning 
lamps are mounted on the rear seat shelf. 

• 	 Heavy Duty Pushbumpers - all patrol cars, except Mustangs, are equipped with pushbumpers 
which are 21 inches high and extend ten inches forward of the front bumper. 

• 	 Whip Antennas - each patrol car is equipped with at least one 68 inch high metal antenna which 
is mounted on a left rear quarter panel. A 19 inch high antenna is also mounted on the roof of 
each parrol car. 

• 	 Shotguns - shotguns are secured to dashboards in a vertical position with barrels extencling almost 
to the roof. 

DEVELOPMEI\'T OF SMPVs 

The pilot program used 15 SMPVs which were not reacliIy identifiable as CHP patrol units. Two 
adclitional SMPVs were held in reserve: one in Sacramento, and the other in Torrance. 
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F1GURE 10. Traditionally markad and equipped CHP MusUlIlg patrol car. 
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FIGURE n. Specially marked CHP Muslllrlg patro) car, 
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The original 17 SMPV s were converted CHP Mustang, LTD, Diplomat, and Celebrity model patrol 
cars. These cars were transferred into the pilot program from CHP Field comrriands throughout the 
State. On the average, each car had logged 44,000 patrol miles when brought to the CHP Motor 
Transport Section for conversion. Conversion of the 17 cars was accomplished in the three-week 
period oflate December 1987 and early January 1988. The focus of the modification process was 
on the development of patrol cars that were not readily identifiable as CHP enforcement vehicles, 
but which did not jeopardize officer or public safety. 

SMPV MARKINGS 

All SMPVs met the color requirements specified in the CCR. Although the SMPVs were not painted 
in the standard CHP configuration, they were "fully-marked patrol cars", not "unmarked" or 
"undercover" cars. Exteriors were painted entirely white or conservative colors which contrasted 
with white front door panels. The full size CHP star, with the words "Highway Patrol" arched above, 
were displayed on front doors. 

SMPV EQllPMENT 

The SMPVs were equipped as follows: 

• 	 Emergency Lighting - No overhead emergency lights were mounted on SMPVs. Vehicles were 
equipped with (1) flashing "wigwag" headlamp systems; (2) one 41/2 inch diameter adjustable 
red spotlamp mounted at the left windshield post; (3) one 4 1/2 inch diameter adjustable white 
spotlamp mounted at the right windshield post; (4) three rear-facing, low profile (2 1/2 inches 
high,7 1/2 inches wide) "Bac-Off' flashing lamps mounted on the rear seat shelf - one red, one 
amber, one blue; 

• 	 Sirens - Electronic siren and public address speakers were mounted behind the grills; 

• 	 Pushbumpers - SMPVs were not equipped with pushbumpers, except the two cars assigned to 
the Oakland CHP Area on Test Site #1 had low-profile push bumpers (Buddy Bumpers). 

• 	 Antennas - A standard p'assenger car antenna was mounted on the right front fender to replace 
the standard whip antenna. The 19 inch high antenna was moved from the roof to the midline 
of the trunk lid. These changes eliminated the nighttime silhouette which is characteristic of the 
standard antennas. 

• 	 Scanners - Programmable 30 channel scanners, capable of monitoring CB radio frequencies as 
well as law enforcement frequencies, replaced the standard CHP scanners. 
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• 	 Shotguns· Horizontal and diagonal mounting positions were used to secure shotguns in the 
SM.PVs. Placement of the guns in these positions eliminated the prominent nighttime vertical 
silhouette which is characteristic of standard CHP patrol cars. 

F1GURE 12. Diagonal mounting position of • shotgun. 

SM.PV DISTRIBUTION 

The SM.PV s were assigned to CHP Area commands in which test sites were located. Table 1 provides 
initial Field distribution and vehicle information. 

Commands to which SM.PVs were assigned were responsible for the maintenance and repair of the 
SM.PV s. When an S~fPV was placed out of service due to mechanical problems, it was repaired on 
a priority bases. In those cases in which a S~fPV could not be placed back in service in a timely 
manner, a reserve SM.PV from the CHP Motor Transport Section was placed into service. 
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I
LOCATION VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 

TEST SITE CHPAREA YEAR MAKE MODEL COlOR 

1 OAKLAND 
1 OAKLAND 
1 HAYWARD 
1 HAYWARD 

2 MODESTO 
2 MERCED 

:3 BAKERSFIELD 
:3 BAKERSFIELD 
:3 .FOATTEJON 
:3 NEWHALL 
:3 NEHWALL 
:3 VERDUGO HILLS 

4 SANTA ANA 

5 WESTMINSTER 
5 WESTMINSTER 

RESERVE SMPV 
RESERVE SMPV 

84 
85 
85 
85 

65 
65 

84 
65 
85 
84 
B5 
85 

B5 

B5 
B5 

B6 
B6 

FORD 
CHEVFOLET 
CHEVFOLET 
FORD 

CHEVFOLET 
R:lRD 

FORD 
CHEVFOLET 
FORD 
R:lRD 
IX:OGE 
CHEVFOLET 

CHEVROLET 

FORD 
FORD 

IX:OGE 
IX:OGE 

LTD 
CELEBRITY 
CELEBRITY 
MUSTANG 

CELEBRITY 
MUSTANG 

LTD 
CELEBRITY 
MUSTANG 
LTD 
DIPLOMAT 
CELEBRITY 

CELEBRITY 

MUSTANG 
MUSTANG 

DIPLOMAT 
DIPLOMAT 

FAWN METALLIC 
WHITE 
SLVR BLUE METALLIC 
WHITE 

DRIFTSAND BEIGE 
SILVER METALLIC 

CREAM BEIGE 
WHITE 
WHITE 
LIGHT BUCKSKIN 
WIND BLUE 
FAWN BROWN 

CHESTNUT METALLIC 

WHITE 
WHITE 

WHITE 
WHITE 

TABLE 1. SMPV distribution and descriptions. 

Five SMPV s which reached the CHP's "run-out" mileage of85,000 miles were replaced with white 
SMPVs converted from the CHP enforcement vehicle fleet. 

Operational guidelines permitted SMPYs to be transferred between CHP Area commands partici
pating in the pilot program. However, only one vehicle trade occurred during the program. Four 
months into the pilot program, the Santa Ana CHP Area (Test Site #4) exchanged achesmut metallic 
Chevrolet Celebrity with the Westminster CHP Area (Test Site #5) for a white Ford Mustang. 

SMPV DEPLOYMENT AND OPERATIONS 

Guidelines for the deployment of SMPYs were established prior to the commencement of Field 
operations. These guidelines provided that each SMPV should be Operated on a test site at the 
minimum rate often work shifts (80 hours) per week. Each participating Area command was to make 
reasonable efforts to maintain this rate on a monthly basis. Such a minimum deployment standard 
would ensure that a consistently high level of SMPY exposure occurred at all test sites. 

The minimum deployment standard represented a challenging goal for participating Areas. There 
were, however, times when the participating Areas were unable to meet that standard due to a number 
offactors, i.e., SMPV mechanical failures ordowntime for routine maintenance. Although SMPVs 
were repaired on a priority basis, Area commands were not always able to operate them at ten shifts 
per week. 

i 
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Deployment problems were further encountered due to limited available personnel (officers 
off on sick leave, vacation, or regularly scheduled days oft). Senate Bill 1873 did not provide for 
additional personnel, especially for the pilot program, and officers had to be reassigned to the 
program from other beats. However, an adequate level ofcoverage for CHP beats was necessary in 
order to provide an acceptable level ofpublic service. In those instances when the level ofpersonnel 
was insufficient to provide minimum beat coverage and also staff SMPVs operations, Area 
Commanders could not deploy the SMPVs. 

Involved Area Commanders determined the hours ofSMPV deployment based on the truck-related 
problems associated with their respective test sites. All the commanders elected to deploy SMPV s 
in accordance with traditional work schedules. Participating Area commands primarily deployed 
SMPVsonA Watch (5:45a.m. t02:15p.m.)andB Watch (1:45p.m. to 10:15p.m.),Mondaythrough 
Friday. Limited deployment occurred on C Watch (9:45 p.m. to 6: 15 a.m.) and on weekends because 
of the sharp decrease in truck traffic volume during those times. However. SMPV s were occasionally 
deployed on C Watch or the weekend to meet the minimum deployment standard. 

Area Commanders deployed SMPVs. when possible. to provide maximum truck enforcement. 
whenever adequate personnel were available. However. in CHP Areas not having adequate 
personnel to free SMPV officers from routine beat accountability, SMPV officers had to function 
with partial or full beat accountability, i.e., respond to and/or investigate accidents, aid motorists with 
disabled vehicles, investigate crimes, store unattended vehicles, etc. 

All CHP policies pertaining to the operation of standard CHP patrol cars applied to the operation of 
SMPVs. However, it was felt that public nonrecognition of SMPVs could cause confusion to 
motorists during emergency operations (lights and siren) and that SMPV s may not be provided the 
right of way customarily afforded a black and white patrol car. Therefore, a revision was made to 
the pursuit policy in order to ensure safety. The revision provided that when a SMPV was involved 
in a pursuit, a black and white patrol car, if available. should take over as the primary unit. 

A total of688,902 miles were traveled by the fleet ofS11PVs. No safety problems pertaining to the 
operation of SMPV s were encountered during the pilot program. Motorists yielded for SMPVs as 
readily as for black and white patrol cars not equipped with light bars. The SMPVs experienced 
emergency operation on both freeways and surface streets without incident. 

Two minor accidents involving SMPVs occurred on Test Site #1 in the Oakland CHP Area. 
However, neither accident was attributed to the absence of traditional CHP vehicle markings or 
equipment. Ironically, in the first accident. the SMPV was struck by a truck tractor/semitrailer 
combination making an unsafe lane change on a freeway. In the second accident, the SMPV was 
slowing for an accident blocking the freeway ahead when an inattentive motorist rear-ended the 
SMPV. 
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Motorlrucks of three or Any motortruck. or any combination of a motortruck 
more a:t181!1 wh~eh are and any other veh.ele. wltl) an unladen we~ght of more 
more than 6,000 pounds than 8,000 pounds, tranaporting hazardous materials 
unladen weight 

TRUCK TRACTORS 	 Any vehtcle combination that eJtcaede -40 
leet In lenllth and conolat. 01 a 

(1) motortruck Bnd any 

(2) trailer 

(3) Beml trailer 

(4) pole. pipe, or logging dolly 

(5) auxiliary dally 

FIGURE 13. Target vehicles. 
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ENFORCEMENT AND PATROL GUIDELINES 


TARGET VEHICLES 

Senate Bill 1873 required that the primary purpose of officers operating SMPVs was to enforce 
highway safety laws pertaining to specified vehicles. These target vehicles are depicted in Figure 
13 and consisted of the following: 

• 	 Any motortruck of three or more axles which is more than 6,000 pounds unladen weight. 

• 	 Any truck tractor. 

• 	 Any combination of vehicles that exceeds 40 feet in length, consisting of a motortruck and any 
trailer, semitrailer, pole or pipe dolly, auxiliary dolly, or logging dolly. 

• 	 Any truck, or any combination of a truck and any other vehicle, transporting hazardous materials 
with an unladen weight of more than 6,000 pounds. 

TARGET VIOLATIONS 

Officers operating SMPV s were required to focus their enforcement efforts on tmckrules ofthe road 
violations which had high potential for causing accidents. For purposes of the pilot program, 
violations of the following California Vehicle Code (VC) and Code of Reguiations (CCR) Sections 
were considered target violations: 

• 	 21658(a) VC Unsafe Lane Change 

• 	 21703 VC Following Too Closely 

• 	 22106 VC Unsafe Starting/Backing 

• 	 22107 VC Unsafe Turning 

• 	 22350 VC Unsafe Speed 

• 	 22406 VC Maximum Speed For Designated Vehicles 

• 	 34506(a) VC 1212a CCR Driving Over Hours For Interstate Operators 

• 	 34506(a) VC 1213b 3 CCR Driving Over Hours For Intrastate Operators 

• 	 34506.3 VC 1213a CCR Driver Log Book Not In Possession 

• 	 34506.3 VC 1213c CCR Driver Log Book Not Current 
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In addition to target violations, the pilot program enforcement guidelines provided that officers 
should tnke appropriate enforcement action for unsafe mechanical, loading, and size or weight 

violations. Officers had the 
discretion to conduct cursory 
safety inspections of target 
vehicles for obvious unsafe 
conditions. However, such 
inspections weretequired to be 
conducted commensurate with 
an officer's commercial exper
tise and to not needlessly delay 
target vehicles. Officers could 
also tnke appropriate enforce
ment action against target ve
hicle violators for other ob
served violations, such as 
driver's license and registra
tion violations. 

F1GURE 14. A SMPV on!m enforcement stop for a loading violation. 

NONTARGET VEHICLE VIOLATIONS 

Officers operating SMPV s were required to focus their enforcement activities toward target vehicles 
to the greatest extent possible. However, in the event an officer observed a flagrant or unsafe 
violation associated with a nontarget vehicle, e.g., passenger vehicle, the officer was permitted to 
take appropriate enforcement action. 

PATROL RESPONSIBILITIES 

The pilot program patrol guidelines provided the following: 

"Officers should be mindful that the SMPVs do bear the official insignia of the Department and 
that motorists expect the Department to provide roadside service to the public. Therefore, 
officers shall assist motorists with disabled vehicles, respond to traffic accidents as necessary, 
and provide other necessary assistance to the public." 

Area Commanders determined the degree of beat accountability of SMPV officers. 
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PUBLIC AFFAmS 

Public acceptance of the SMPVs was an important aspect to be considered in detennining the success 
of the pilot program. Therefore, public affairs activities were initiated from the onset of the program 
and throughout its duration. It was felt that the most direct approach to gaining public acceptance 
was meaningful publicity which stressed the need for, and the effectiveness of, SMPVs. 

The public affairs activities were designed to: (1) provide the public, governmental agencies, and 
traffic safety entities with information about the pilot program in order to gain public acceptance of 
the use ofSMPVs; and (2) increase compliance with highway safety laws on the part of truck drivers. 
The following elements formed the foundation of public affairs activities: 

• 	 News conferences. 

• 	 Media ride-alongs in the SMPVs. 

• 	 Initial and periodic news releases. 

• 	 Distribution of public affairs packages to legislators, local civic leaders, and local judicial 
officials. 

• 	 Effective liaison between CHP Commanders and local judicial districts and district attorneys' 
offices. 

• 	 Submission of articles about the pilot program to publishers of trucking magazines. 

• 	 Distribution of radio spots about the pilot program to local radio stations. 

Public affairs activities were directed toward infonning the public that SMPVs were another 
enforcement tool with which the CHP could enhance public safety. Additionally, the public was 
made aware that the SMPV s were not "unmarked" or"undercover" vehicles and that officers would 
stop to provide roadside assistance. 

Participating CHP Area commands presented orientation briefings to involved courts and district 
attorneys' offices prior to the beginning of the pilot program. Program administrators believed that 
a fum understanding by judges and prosecuting attorneys of the specific provisions of Senate Bill 
1873, the legislative intent, the purpose of the pilot program, and CHP policy and procedure was 
essential to the success of the program. 

Senate Bill 1873 did not provide funding for a statewide public information campaign, however, 
CHP Division and Area Pu blic Mfairs Officers did generate considerable media and public interest 
in the program. Annex C provides a chronological listing of selected news articles. In addition to 
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newspaper articles, television and radio stations provided the public with information about the 
program. It was not possible to document the frequency of such infonnation .dissemination. 

Media participation commenced on January 7, 1987 when a news conference introducing the pilot 
program was held at the State Capitol. The State Senator who authored Senate Bill 1873, the 
Commissioner of the CHP, and a representative from the California Trucking Association, (the 
sponsor of the legislation), were present. 

Parallel events occurred on all the test sites and were well attended by the news media. For example, 
on Test Site #3 the news conference held in Los Angeles was covered by eight television stations. 
and five newspaper organizations. 

Media attention statewide was intense during the first four months of the pilot program. During this 
period, the program was one of the top five issues which generated media inquiries to the CHP on 
a daily or weekly basis. Thereafter, media inquiries made to the CHP tapered off so that by the fifth 
and sixth month of program operations, interest was generally localized with statewide interest 
rekindled only in response to CHP news releases or other significant events. Nevenheless, the pilot 
program was a high-profJIe CHP media issue for 1987. 

Media attention assisted CHP effons by creating an awareness of the truck accident problem and of 
the goal ofthe program. The combination ofenforcement, media attention. and motorist observation 
of SMPVs developed motorist awareness and contributed to a decrease in truck accident rates. 
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SUITABILITY OF SPECIALLY 


MARKED PATROL VEHICLES 






IYTRODlJCTION 

A significant aspect in the study ofSMPVs is the identification and evaluation ofproblerns resulting 
from the use of such vehicles. It was realized from the onset of the program that the use of 
enforcement vehicles, not readily identifiable as CHP vehicles, could increase the risk of accidents 
to officers and motorists during emergency vehicle operations (Code 3). Furthermore, the potential 
existed that nonrecognition of patrol cars could cause confusion to the motoring public during 
enforcement stops, at accident scenes, or while officers perform other traffic management duties. 
The overall safety and effectiveness of SMPVs was an important consideration during the program. 

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 

QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION 

A survey ofofficers was one method used to gather subjective information regarding safety aspects 
associated with the operation of SMPVs. Identical questionnaires (see Annex B) were distributed 
in April and September of 1987 to the ten CHP Area co=ands participating in the program. The 
questionnaires were completed by officers who were currently assigned to the program and who had 
driven SMPVs. Officers completed 100 April questionnaires and 101 September questionnaires. 

SELECTION OF QUESTIONNAIRES TO BE ANALYZED 

Seventy-three officers completed both the April and September questionnaires. The opinions of 
these officers would have been given more weight than the opinions of those officers who only 
completed one questionnaire, ifall questionnaires were analyzed. Therefore, to avoid a data analysis 
problem, April questionnaires completed by the 73 officers were removed from the analysis, leaving 
a total of 128 questionnaires. 

Seven of the 128 questionnaires indicated that the respondents, priortoparticipation in the program, 
had only operated one type of black and white patrol car during his or her CHP career: either slick 
top cars (withoutrooflights) orcars with roof lights. These seven questionnaires were removed from 
the analysis because the officers' experience in patrol car operation differed substantially from that 
of the majority of respondents who had operated both patrol car types. It was felt that the seven 
officers may have had an inherent bias for or against SMPV s in relation to their limited experience 
with only one type of patrol car. 

Forty-two of the remaining 121 questionnaires indicated that the respondents had driven SMPVs 20 
shifts or less. These 42 questionnaires were removed from the analysis because it was felt that an 
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officer who had driven a SMPV only a few times may have expressed opinions based on a very 
limited number of experiences. 

A total of 79 questionnaires were analyzed. All the respondents had experience with both slick top 
patrol cars and patrol cars with roof lights. All respondents had driven SMPVs for at least 21 shifts. 
Thirty-two (40.5%) of the questionnaires were completed by officers who had driven SMPVs for 21 
to 40 shifts. Only 13 respondents 06.5%) had driven a SMPV between 41 to 60 shifts. Thirty-four 
respondents (43.0%) had driven a SMPV 61 or more shifts. 

LIKERT SCALE 

Officers expressed their opinions about SMPV operational characteristics by responding to 16 
statements in which SMPVs were compared to black and white patrol cars. A 1- to 5- point Likert 
scale was used to agree or disagree with the statements. Ratings of "1" and "2" were defined 
respectively as "strongly disagree" and "disagree" while ratings of "3", "4", and "5" were defined 
respectively as "neutral", "agree", and "strongly agree". 

Before proceeding into this analysis, a shortcoming of the Likert scale approach should be 
acknowledged, because it influences the inherent value of the statistics being presented. A tendency 
to gravitate toward the middle rating has been documented by many studies employing this 
technique. That tendency is evident in this study. With few exceptions, the most frequent rating was 
"3" and the mean rating fell between "2" and "4." 

Even though the tendency to gravitate to the middle value diminishes the value of the Likert scale 
as a discriminating tool, the relative mean score for each of the questionnaire statements can be 
compared to one another. Mean scores toward either extreme of the Likert scale indicate that the 
respondents had strong opinions while those toward the middle often indicate the lack of a strong 
impressions. 

ANALYSIS CATEGORlES 

One aspect of this study was to detennine ifSMPVs were suitable for CHP patrol and enforcement 
operations. Questionnaire statements related to this concern can be assigned to one of three groups 
for analysis: those addressing effectiveness, driving concerns, or SMPV shotgun mounting 
positions. Statements pertaining to public attitude constitute afourtb group which will be discussed 
in a following section, "Public Attitudes." 
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S11PV EFFECTIVENESS 

Table 2 presents the mean ratings forthe statements addressing the overall effectiveness of S11PVs 
when compared to the effectiveness of black and white patrol cars. 

RATING STRONGLY STRONGLY 
SCALE DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE 

2 3 4 5 
MEAN 

OVERALL. SMPVs ARE AS EFFECTIVE AS BLACK AND WHITE PATROL CARS: RATING 

WHEN EFFECTING STOPS ON LARGETRUCKS, 3,B5 

i' WHEN EFFECTING STOPS ON PASSENGER VEHICLES, 3,53 

• WHEN PROVIDING CONTROL AT EMERGENCY INCIDENTS (I.E" ACCIDENTS, LANE CLOSURES, ETC,), 3.19 

I· IN FREEWAY PATROL 3.49 

TABLE 2. Mean ratings for S/l.1PV effectiveness. 

Table 2 displays ratings in the low to high 3 range, between "neutral" and "agree." Itdoes not appear 
that the numerical difference between the ratings is significant. The ratings suggest that, generally, 
respondents did not have strong positive or negative impressions about SMPV effectiveness in 
contrast to the effectiveness of black and white patrol cars. Nevertheless, SMPV effectiveness in 
making enforcement stops on large trucks received the highest mean rating for the issues addressed 
in Table 2. 

DRlVING CONCERNS 

Eight statements from the questionnaire are included in Table 3. The statements are related to driving 
concerns associated with SMPVs. One statement pertains to SMPV movement through moderate 
freeway traffic while five pertain to Code 3 operation. Two statements address public nonrecognition 
of S11PVs. 

Table 3, as with Table 2, displays mean ratings in the low to high 3 range, between "neutral" and 
"agree." This suggests that, overall, officers did not have strong positive or negative impressions 
about SMPV operation in freeway traffic or in Code 3 situations. 

The statements pertaining to S11PVs being tailgated and not being readily identified received the 
second and third highest rating, respectively, of all questionnaire statements. The ratings of4.23 and 
4.06indicate that respondents mildly agreed that motorists tailgate SMPVs more often than blackand 
white patrol cars and that motorists do not readily identify SMPVs as patrol vehicles. 
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RATING STRONGLY STRONGLY 
SCALE DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE 

, 2 3 4 5 

OVERALL, SMPVs ARE AS EFFECTIVE AS BLACK AND WHfTE PATROL CARS 
WHEN RAPIDLY MOVING THROUGH MODERATE FREEWAY TRAFFIC DURING 
DAYLIGHT WITHOUT USING EMERGENCY LIGHTING OR SIREN (I.E. PACING 
A SPEEDER, CODE 2 RESPONSE, ETC). 

MEAN 
RATING 

3.14 

OVERALL, THE EXTENT OF OFFICER SAFETY AFFORDED BY A SMPV IN 
CODE 3 OPERATION IS LESS THAN THAT PROVIDED BY A BLACK AND WHITE 
PATROL CAR. 3.29 

IN THE FOLLOWING CIRCUMSTANCES, MOTORISTS YIELD TO A SMPV IN 
CODE 3 OPERATION AS READILY AS A BLACK AND WHITE PATROL CAR IN 
CODE 3 OPERATION: 

• FREEWAY, pAYLIGHT. 3.15 

• FREEWAY, DARKNESS. 3.96 

• SURFACE STREET, DAYLIGHT. 3.06 

• SURFACE STREET, DARKNESS. 3.78 

MOTORISTS TAILGATE SMPVs MORE THAN BLACK AND WHITE PATROL 
CARS ARE TAILGATED. 4.23 

MOTORISTS DO NOT READILY IDENTIFY SMPVs AS PATROL VEHICLES. 4.06 

TABLE 3. Mean ratings for driving concerns associated wilh SMPV operations. 

SHOTGUN MOUNTING POSmONS 

Table 4 pertains to officers' preference on shotgun mounting positions. Respondents rated the 
horizontal and diagonal mounting positions used in SMPVs in comparison to the vertical mounting 
position used in black and white patrol cars. Generally. respondents did not have strong positive or 
negative impressions. However, the mean rating of 2.77 associated with the diagonal mounting 
position was the lowest mean rating for any questionnaire statement. This suggests that of all 
questionnaire statements, respondents felt the strongest disagreement with the statement about the 
diagonal mounting position. 
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RATING STRONGLY STRONGLY 
SCALE DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE 

1 2 3 4 5 

MEAN 
BATING 

COMPARED TO THE VERTICAL SHOTGUN MOUNTING POSITION USED 
IN BLACK AND WHITE PATROL CARS, I PREFER THE FOLLOWING 
SHOTGUN MOUNTING POSITIONS: 

HORIZONTAL MOUNT BETWEEN FRONT BUCKET SEATS. 3.47 

I 
DIAGONAL MOUNT, MUZZLE DOWN AND STOCK UP. 2.77 

TABLE 4. Mean ratings for officer preference on shotgun mounting positions. 

OFFICER COl\WENTS 

Throughout this section, quantitative data from the questionnaires have been analyzed. In addition 
to the numerical ratings, officers were given an opportunity to offer subjective comments. Given the 
limitations of the quantitative information, these brief assessments may provide insight into various 
aspects of S:MPV operations. 

Theco=ents included here are a general representation of those made on the questionnaires. There 
were complaints about limited SMPV enforcement agains t pas senger vehicle drivers, however, those 
comments are not included here because they fall outside the scope of the questionnaire survey. 
Actual comments which follow address issues related to SMPV suitability. 

EFFECTIVENESS 

Several responden ts co=ented on the effectiveness of SMPV s in terms ofenforcement and patrol. 
Five co=ents are included here. 

SMPVs are more effective rhan black and whire patrol cars. 

Good program. I havefound ir effective for truck speed enforcement. 

I feel SMPVs aremore effective than black and white parrol cars in effecting stops on 
trucks andpassenger vehicles. They could prove beneficial ifused in routine patrol 
in conjunction with a public awareness program. . 
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The public is getting used to the white cars [SMPVsj, as much as the black and white 
cars. Different colored cars would help confuse them. These cars would be excellent 
for regular patrol use. 

CB radios have effectively negated the advantages ofSMPVs. Truckers are very alert 
to SMPVs. They know what the main objective of the SMPV program is and 
immediately warn all truckers about a SMPY' s location. It is rare to be on afreeway 
more than two or three minutes withaut being "burned." Solution: completely 
unmarked vehicles for commercial enforcement or drop the program. 

DRIVING CONCERNS 

Several respondents made comments pertaining to the driving of SMPVs in traffic. The three 
comments provided below allude to the inconspicuous characteristic of the SMPV s. The fIrst two 
comments indicate that public nonrecognition of the SMPVs assisted in the movement of SMPVs 
through traffic. The third comment addresses the concern that SMPVs may not be afforded the 
right-of-way which is customarily provided to a black and white patrol car. 

The SMPV is much more effective [than black and white patrol cars} when rapidly 
moving through traffic without using emergency lights. 

The SMPV is very easy to move through traffic without emergency equipment, due to 
motorists not suddenly slowing in front of you when they recognize a traditional 
patrol car. 

I found I had to drive much more defensively at night when operating a SMPV. 

SHOTGUN MOUNTING 

A few respondents commented on the shotgun mounting positions used in the SMPVs. Their 
comments are provided below. 

I prefer the horizontal shotgun mounting position between the bucket seats because 
ofsafety for the passenger ifinvolved in a collision. 

This [horizontal shotgun mounting position between bucket seats Jallows the shotgun 
to be unlocked prior to making a knownfelony car stop. lfyou choose not to use the 
shotgun, it can be secured by flipping the lock closed as you exit the car. 
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Asan officer safety item, I believe that the horizontal and diagonal shotgun nwunting 
should be changed. In a tense nwment, 1 believe valuable time would be wasted in 
renwving the shotgun from its present rack position(s). 

1 won't use the diagonal nwunt shotgun. 

EVALUATIONS BY CRr AREA COMMANDERS 

Commanders of the ten CHP Areas in which the SMPV s were deployed prepared overall evaluations 
ofprogram operations twice during the Field operation phase of the program. The evaluations were 
prepared in June, and again in December 1987. The evaluations addressed SMPV operations and 
safety, as well as other issues. The following discussion addresses issues related to the suitability 
of S:MPVs and is a consolidation of the comments submitted by Area Commanders. 

The CHP did not experience any safety problems relating to the nontraditional character ofSMPVs. 
During the beginning phase of the program, it was anticipated that patrol vehicle collisions might 
increase due to public nonrecognition of the SMPVs as enforcement vehicles. Officers' driving 
attitudes and safety awareness were stressed during the required program training. No CHP-at-fault 
collisions occurred with the SMPVs. However, as previously discussed, two minor accidents 
involving SMPVs occurred but were not attributed to the absence of traditional CHP vehicle 
markings or equi pment. 

When the SMPV s were first deployed, some officers noticed a slower response by motorists to 
emergency lights. However, after the second month of Field operations, the slower response had 
disappeared. The SMPVs were used effectively on felony enforcement stops and were operated 
Code 3 (lights and siren activated) on freeways and surface streets without incident. 

The two SMPV s assigned to the Oakland CHP Area on Test Site #1 were equipped with low-profIle 
chrome push bumpers mounted directly to the front bumpers. Officer safety and motorists services 
were enhanced by the addition of these bumpers to allow the safe removal ofdisabled vehicles from 
traffic lanes. 

PROGRAM OFFlCER INTERIM REPORTS 

The Program Officer monitored all aspects of the program, including the suitability of SMPVs for 
truck enforcement and general CHP Field functions. Suitability of SMPV s was viewed in tenDS of 
safety and effectiveness, when compared to black and white patrol cars, Interim reports describing 
program development and operations were prepared throughout the Field phase of the program. 
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The following discussion represents a consolidation of these reports. 

No problems of officer or public safety arose out of the Field deployment of SMPVs. No CHP 
commands expressed concerns related to safety when queried by the Program Officer. It was felt at 
the commencement of Field operations that public nonrecognition of SMPV s as enforcement cars 
might increase CHP-involved accidents or cause confusion to motorists, however no such problems 
arose. 

Nonrecognition ofSMPV s appeared to enhance violation detection. 1ms is supported by numerous 
incidents which were related to the Program Officer by Area commands. The following real life 
situations are representative of the many violations observed by officers who were assigned to the 
program: 

• 	 A SMPV, positioned immediately behind a "big rig", paced the truck for two miles at 80 MPH 
before a CB radio report advised the violator of the officer's presence. 

• 	 A "bigrig" passed a SMPV at 70 MPHon a freeway without slowing after completing thepassing 
movement. 

• 	 A "big rig", well in excess of the maximum speed limit, passed a SMPVon the freeway. When 
stopped, the violator said he had thought the SMPV was "with an air pollution control 
department" rather than a CHP patrol car. 

The inability to readily identify SMPV s as CHP patrol cars caused some truck drivers to erroneously 
identify nonlaw enforcement vehicles as SMPV s. It was notuncommon for CB radio reports to warn 
truck drivers of taxi cabs, private security vehicles, and expensive passenger cars, e.g., Cadillac, 
Mercedes Benz, etc. Such CB reports caused truck drivers in the vicinity to maintain lawful speeds 
and to suspect that a patrol car was nearby. 

Truck drivers often recognized SMPV s as soon as the cars entered the freeways. Within minutes, 
highway corridors were flooded with CB radio transmissions tracking the movement of the SMPVs. 
It was observed by many officers that truck drivers in the vicinity rarely committed violations after 
a "smokey" report was broadcast. While CB radio broadcasts announcing SMPV description and 
movement untioubtedly caused officer frustration, such broadcasts served as a deterrent to unsafe 
driving practices. 
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SUMMARY 


Officers operating SMPVs were able to perform their duties without diminishing safety to them
selves Of the public. The low-profile equipment and less conspicuous markings and color schemes 
of the SMPVs did not have a negative effect on pattol car driving character. In other words, SMPV s 
proved to be just as suitable as black and white pattol cars for the varied driving functions required 
of officers. Analysis of the survey questionnaires and review of reports by Area Commanders and 
the Program Officer indicates that SMPV s are as effective as black and white pattol cars in the 
follov,ing functions: 

• Freeway patrol. 

• Traffic conttol at emergency incidents. 

• Code 3 (emergency) and Code 2 (urgent) vehicle operation. 

• Effecting enforcement stops on both ttucks and passenger vehicles. 

Likert scale ratings suggest that officers did not have strong positive or negative impressions about 
SMPV effectiveness and driving character compared to black and white pattol cars. Officer 
comments and Area Commander and Program Officer reports indicate that SMPVs may be more 
effective than black and white patrol cars in detecting ttuck and passenger vehicle violations. 
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INTRODUCTION 


The primary objective of the SMPV Pilot Program was to make California highways safer for travel 
by lirnitingthe number and severity oftruck accidents. The program involved aggressive and focused 
enforcement against truck drivers to enhance compliance with Vehicle Code laws. While enforce
ment activity was important to the success of the program, truck-accident profiles ultimately 
determine goal attainment. Foremost to this evaluation, is whether or not SMPV enforcement 
activity translated into a reduced rate ofTAF accidents. This section will examine the TAF accident 
data pertainin g to test sites. 

Accident data were collected from traffic accident reports completed by CHP officers. Officers 
completed reports following uniform guidelines to ensure that accident infol1Dlltion was identical in 
definition and type ofdata. After officers submitted accident reports forreview and approval to their 
CHP offices, the reports were then forwarded to CHP Headquarters. Data processing clerks at 
Headquarters entered pertinent information from these reports intO the Statewide Integrated Traffic 
Records System (SWITRS). This system provides for the uniform collection, reporting, and retrieval 
of traffic collision data, and was used for the following analysis. 

TOTAL TAE ACCIDENTS 

Table 5 provides total T AF accident data and illustrates the percentage of change between 1987 and 
1986 (January 12 through December 31). Total TAF accidents on test sites dropped 3.5 percent 
overall in 1987 compared to 1986. This decrease exceeds the 0.6 percent decrease experienced 
statewide on interstate freeways for the same period. In contrast, T AF accidents on all non-test site 

NONPRGM FREEWAY BEAn 
TRUCK-AT-FAULT ACCIDENTS 

TEST SITES 

1986 1987 

TEST SITE #1 280 252 
TEST SITE #2 110 111 

295;TEST SITE #3 278 
TEST SITE #4 48 60 
TEST SITE #5 77 81 

TOTAL 810 782 

%OF 
CHANGE 

-10.0 
0.0 

-5.8 
25.0 

5.2 

-3.5 

1986 

444 
18 

129 
205 

94 

890 

1INTERSTATES 34251 34031 -0.61 

TABLE S. Comparison of 1986 and 198710taI T AF accidents. 

1987 

459 
19 

124 
238 
102 

942 

%OF 
CHANGE 

3.4 
5.6 

-3.9 
lS.1 
8.5 

5.8 

freeway beats within CHP 
Areas participating in the 
program increased 5.8 per
cent. When all freeway 
beats within CHP Areas 
participatingin theprogram 
are considered, the overall 
increase is 1.4 percent. 
Therefore, the overall de
crease of 3.5 percent on 
test sites is statistically 
significant at the 90 per
cent confidence level (chi
square equals 3.45). 
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TOTA1_ INJURY TAE ACCIDENTS 


Table 6 provides injury (including fatal) TAF accident data and illustrates the percentage of change 
between 1987 and 1986 (January 12 through December 31). Injury T AF accidents dropped 11.2 

percent overall on test sites in 1987 comACCIDENTS 
TEST SITES NONPRGM FREEWAY BEAn pared to 1986. This decrease exceeds the 

%OF : "10 OF 6.2 percent decrease experienced state
CHANGE 1986 19B7 CHANGE1986 19B7 

wide on interstate freeways for the same 
-5.B 13986 81 119 16.B period. In contrast, injury TAF accidents 

-0,333 -3.0. 1032 7 
103, 

15 
221 

97 
6 

14 

-5.8 
-60.0 
-36.4 

2591 230 -11.2 

on all non-test site freeway beats within 
33 -29,847 

CHP Areas participating in the program 52, 531 1.9 

33 
 38: -15.2 decreased only 0.4 percent. The overall 

261 decrease in injury T AF accidents on free
261 2601 -0.4 

way beats within CHP Areas participating 
10571 9911 -6.21 in the program was 5.8 percent. Therefore. 

TABLE 6. Comparison ofl986 and 1987 injury (including fatal) the 11.2percent decrease in injury T AF ac-
TAF aCl:idenL<. cidents on test sites is significant. 

SOCIETAL SAVINGS 

So far in this section, T AF accidents have been examined in terms of numbers and percentage of 
change. However, raw numbers do not translate into either costs or savings to society as the result 
of such accidents. It is impossible to place a quantifiable value on human life or suffering, however, 
associated values can be used to provide a basis for estimating the costlbenefit potential of the pilot 
program. It is not within the scope of this study to perform in-depth societal costs/benefits analyses, 
but rather to provide information that best illustrates the basic value of the pilot program. 

The CHP Long Range Planning Section researched several state-of-the-art publications on the 
subject ofmeasuring societal costs of accidents, and formulated a methodology for applying federal 
costing concepts to California accident data. In 1987 the Urban Institute, one of the more active 
researchers in the field of accident costing, estimated the costs of different accident categories, 
including fatality, injury, and property-damage-only costs. Using a methodology developed by Dr. 
Ted Miller of the Urban Institute, the following average accident costs per incident were estimated 
for each accident category: 

• Person killed $1,220,000 
• Severe injury 31,000 
• Other visible injury 8,000 
• Complaint of pain 4,000 
• Property-damage-oniy accident 2,000 
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The pilot program proved to be a benefit to society even when only the reduction in fatal TAF 
accidents is considered. In terms of overall success, TAP fatal accidents accounted for a very small 
proportion of overall accident reduction. Total TAP fatal accidents occurring on all test sites 
decreased from twelve in 1986 to eight in 1987. Societal savings were $4,880,000 ($1,220,000 per 
person killed x fewer persons killed), when the accident costing information previously discussed 
is applied, and itis conservatively assumed that only one person was killed in each T APfatal accident. 

The success of the pilot program is highlighted even further when considering the fewer number of 
persons injured as the result of25 fewer TAP injury accidents occurring on test sites. These societal 
savings faroutweigh the pilot programestirnated operational cost of$I,556,355 ($196,337 in SMPV 
operating expenses plus $1,360,018 in personnel expenses). 

COMPARISON OF TEST SITE TAr ACCIDENT TRENDS 

The deployment of SMPVs was successful in reducing total and injury TAF accident rates when the 
experience of all test sites is considered. However, the overall experience is not applicable to each 
test site individually. For example, Table 5 indicates that on Test Site #4, total TAF accidents 
increased 25 percent on freeways patrolled by S11PVs while such accidents increased only 16.1 
percent on nonprogram freeway beats within the same CHP Area. This divergence from the overall 
experience raises the question, "why did some test sites have TAP accident rate patterns substantially 
different from the general pattern?" 

Unfortunately, a definitive comparative analysis of test site accident rates and their causes is not 
feasible within the scope of this study. The intrinsic nature and varied environmental elements of 
each test site preclude such an analysis. Program operations, for example, differed from test site to 
test site. Differences in SMPV and black and white patrol unit deployment among test sites could 
have had an indirect influence on TAP accident rates. Also, the extent and duration of highway 
construction zones and lane closures could have affected such accident rates. 
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INTRODUCTION 


The focus of the SMPV Pilot Program was to increase voluntary compliance with rules of the road 
relating to the operation of trucks. It was anticipated that the use ofSMPVs would enhance a truck 
drivers perceived risk of apprehension, thereby increasing compliance and reducing TAF accidents. 
It was not possible within the scope of this study, however, to directly determine the deterrent value 
of the SMPVs. 

Unlike deterring the unsafe and unlawful operation of trucks. the apprehension of violators is a 
tangible. measurable event. For this reason, enforcement levels are sometimes used as a surrogate 
measure of officer effectiveness. In this section, SMPV enforcement activity is analyzed and 
compared with the enforcement activity of black and white parrol units. The disposition ofcitations 
issued by SMPV officers is also examined. 

COLLECTION OF ENFORCEMENT DA TA 

Enforcement data were collected from CHP 215s and 
retrieved by the CHP Management Information System 
(MIS). The CHP 215 is a Notice to Appear (citation) 
which is issued by officers to violators. At the end ofeach 
work shift, officers deposit copies of completed CHP 
215s at their CHP offices. Specific information contained 
on the CHP 215s is entered on an ongoing basis into the 
MIS by CHP clerks at each Area office. When the MIS 
retrieved the enforcement statistical data used in this 
section, it identified the first violation recorded on each 
CHP 215 as the rnajorviolation for which the CHP 215 
was issued. 

Information pertinent to this study, which was entered 
into the MIS from CHP 215s, included: (1) vehicle type; 
(2) the section number and code abbreviation of the laws 
violated; (3) the assigned CHP command of the officer; 
(4) the beat where the violation occurred; and (5) the date 
of issuance. In the event a CHP 215 was issued by an 
officer operating a S:MPV. the special project code "74" 
was also entered on the citation. 
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FlGURE IS. CHP 215. 
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CHP officers used two-digit numerical codes to indicate vehicle types on CHP 215s. For purposes 
of the pilot program, the vehicle type codes listed in Figure 16 designated target vehicles. 

25 Truck Tractors 

27 Three or More Axle Trucks 

31 Semitrailers 

33 Two Trailers (includes semi- and pulltrailer) 

38 Pole, Pipe, or Logging Dollies 

75 Truck Tractors in Combination With a Vehicle Transporting 
Hazardous Substance 

76 Two Axle Trucks Transporting a Hazardous Substance 

77 Three or More Trucks Transporting a Hazardous Substance 

FIGURE 16. Numerical codes used 10 identify vehicle types. 

CITATION ACTIVITY; 

SMrY VERSUS BLACK AND WHITE PATROL UNITS 


Officers involved in the pilot program generated high levels of enforcement activity. A total of 
18,503 citations were issued by SMPV officers, including 87 arrests for drunk driving and 20 arrests 
for reckless driving. Consistent with the intent of Senate Bill 1873, the primary target of SMPV 
enforcement was against truck drivers. Nearly seventy-three percent (13,459) of the 18.503 total 
citations issued. were for truck violations and 27.3 percent (5,044) were issued for flagrant or unsafe 
passenger vehicle violations. 

In order to understand the significance of SMPV enforcement levels it is necessary to place SMPV 
statistics into perspective. Four categories of black and white patrol units will serve as points of 
reference for this analysis. The enforcement activity of SMPV units will be compared to the 
enforcement activity generated by the following personnel: 

• 	 Officers operating black and white patrol cars on test sites. 

• 	 Officers operating black and white patrol cars on all freeways, excluding test site 
beats, within CHP Areas participating in the program. 
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• 	 Officers operating black and white patrol cars on interstate higbways/freeways statewide, 
excluding test site beats. 

• 	 Mobile Road Enforcement (MRE) officers operating black and white pickups statewide, 
excluding test site beats. Mobile Road Enforcement Officers are trained in commercial vehicle 
enforcement and have a primary responsibility to enforce truck equipment, size, weight. and 
registration laws. 

Figures 17 and 18 graphically compare the proportion ofcitations (broken down by type ofviolation) 
issued to truck drivers by officers operating S}'{PVs and each of the four categories ofblack and white 
patrol units. The fact that 72.7 percent of all SMPV citations were issued to truck drivers is. in itself, 
impressive. However, it is even more impressive when compared to the level of activity directed 
against truck drivers by black and white patrol cars operating on the same test site beats, adjacent 
freeways, or interstates statewide. 

Itis notable that 72.4 percent ofall SMPV citations for moving violations were issued to truck drivers. 
This is significant when one considers that black and white patrol units operating on the same test 
site beats issued 11.6 percent ofcitations for moving violations to truckers. It is equally notable that 
71 percent of SMPV speed citations were issued to truckers, while only 13.2 and 2.2 percent of black 
and white patrol unit speed citations were issued to truck drivers on the same test site beats and on 
adjacent freeways, respectively. 

Officers operating SMPVs issued 48.4 percent ofall unsafe lane change citations to truckers. While 
this percentage is low compared to citations issued for foJlo\\fug too closely, speeding and total 
moving and nonmoving citations. it is still substantially higher than such citations issued by black 
and patrol units. 

Figures 19 and 20 break down total citations by violation types and depict the proportion of all 
citations that were issued to truck drivers. For instance, of all citations issued by officers operating 
SMPV s, 42 percent were issued for truck speed. Black and white patrol units operating on the same 
test site beats issued 5.8 percent ofall citations for truck speed, while MRE officers statewide issued 
1.5 percent for truck speed. When the overall enforcement activity of SMPVs and black and white 
patrol units are compared, it is evident that citations for moving truck violations comprised a 
substantially higher percentage of total SMPV citations than of black and white unit citations. 
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TOTAL CITATIONS CITATIONS FOR MOVING VIOLATIONS 
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FlGURE 17. Percentage of total enforcement activity for which specified truck citations accowlled. 
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CITATIONS FOR SPEED 
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UNSAFE LANE CHANGE 
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CITATIONS FOR 

FOLLOWING TOO CLOSELY 


CITATIONS ISSUED BY SMPVs 

ON TEST SITES 

CITATIONS ISSUED BY BLACK AND WHITE 

PATROL VEHICLES ON TEST SITES 

"CITATIONS ISSUED BY BLACK AND WHITE 

PATROL VEHICLES ON ALL FREEWAYS
/m (EXCLUDING TEST SITES) WITHIN 
~ 
PAilTlClPATING CHP AREAS 

CITATIONS ISSUED BY BLACK AND WHITE 

PATROL VEHICLES ON INTERSTATE STATE

WIDE (EXCLUDlt-IG TEST SITES), CITATIONS 

GENERATED BY CHP PLATFORM SCALE, 

COMMERCIAL INSPECTION FACILITIES, AND 

MOBILE ROAD ENFORCEMENT (COMMERCIAL) 

OFFICERS ARE NOT INCLUDED"r ICITATIONS ISSUED BY MOBILE ROAD 
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS STATEWIDE 

(EXCLUDING TEST SITES). 

FlGURE 18. Percentage of total enforcement activity for which specified truck citations accounted. 
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CITATIONS FOR TRUCK SPEED 
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PATROL VEHICLES ON TEST SITES 

~ CITATIONS ISSUED BY BLACK AND WHITE 
/// 	PATROL VEHICLES ON ALL FREEWAYS 


(EXCLUDING TEST SITES) WITHIN 


PARTICIPA TlNG CHP AREAS 


£R~m CITATIONS ISSUED BY BLACK AND WHITE 

PATROL VEHICLES ON INTERSTATE STATE

WIDE (EXCLUDING TEST SITES). CITATIONS 

GENERATED BY CHP PLATFORM SCALE. 

COMMERCIAL INSPECTION FACILITIES, AND 

MOBILE ROAD ENFORCEMENT (COMMERCIAL) 

OFFICERS ARE NOT INCLUDED. 

CIT A TIONS ISSUED BY MOBILE ROAD 

EI~FORCEMENT OFFICERS STATEWIDE ~ (EXCLUDING TEST SITES). 

FIGURE 19. Percentage ofcitations issued to truck drivers for each citation classification indicated. 
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CITATIONS ISSUED BY BLACK AND WHITE 

PATROL VEHICLES ON INTERSTATE STATE

WIDE (EXCLUDING TEST SrrES) , CITATIONS 

GENERATEO BY CHP PLATFORM SCALE, 

COMMERCIAL INSPECTION FACILITIES, AND 

MOBILE ROAD ENFORCEMENT (COMMERCIAL) 

OFACERS ARE NOT INCLUDED. 

E] CITATIONS ISSUED BY MOBILE ROAD 

ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS STATEWIDE 

(EXCLUDING TEST SITES). 

FIGURE 20. Percentage of citations issued to truck drivers for each citation classification indicated. 
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CITATIO~S PER OFFICER PATROL HOUR 

One method that is often employed to determine enforcement efficiency is the ratio of citations to 
officer patrol hours. Table 7 provides a summary ofthe number ofcitations issued per officer patrol 
hour for SMPVs and three categories of black and white patrol units. A patrol houris defined as the 
time an officer spends driving a patrol vehicle within public view. Patrol hours include such 
activities as enforcement contacts, motorist services, warrantlregistrationllicense checks, and 
suspicious circumstances checks. 

i 

PATROL VEHICLE CATEGORY i TOTAL 
CITES 

TOTAL 
TRUCK 
CITES 

CITATIONS ISSUED PER PATROL HOUR 
TOTAL TOTAL 

PASSENGER TOTAL TRUCK 
VEHICLE MOVING MOVING 

CITES CITES CITES 

TOTAL 
PASSENGER 

MOVING 
CITES 

ISMPV 
! 

IIB &W UNITS ON TEST SEATS 

i 

I 
i 

0.70 

0.85 

0.51 

O.OB 

0.19 

0.77 

0.57 

0.61 

0.41 

0.D7 

0.16 

0.54 

i 

I B & W UNITS ON ALL NONPROGRAM 
IiREEWAYS WITHIN CHP AREAS 
PARTICIPATING IN PROGRAM 

1.08 0.03 1.05 0.83 0.02 O.Bl 

i B &W UNITS ON INTERSTATE 
.FREEWAYS STATEWIDE 

, 0,91 0.04 0.B7 0.68 0.03 0.65 

TABLE 7. Total citations and moving violation citations issued per officer patrol hour by patrol vehicle category 

Overall, black and white patrol units produced more total citations per officer patrol hour than 
S.MPVs. For example, black and white patrol units on test site beats produced 0.85 total citations per 
officer patrol hour, compared to SMPV enforcement of 0.70 total citations per officer patrol hour. 
A similar relationship exists when total moving citations are considered: 0.61 versus 0.57 citations 
per officer patrol hour for black and white units on'test site beats and SMPV enforcement 
respectively. Thus, black and white unit enforcement on the test site beats produced 21.4 and 7 
percent more total citations and total moving citations respectively per officer patrol hour than SMPV 
enforcement. Black and white units on interstates statewide and on nonprogram freeways within 
participatingCHP Areas experienced an even higher ratio oftotal and speed citations to officer patrol 
hours. 

A factor which probably influenced the lower number of total citations and total moving citations' 
issued by SMPV officers is related to selective enforcement by SMPVs. It is reasonable that SMPV 
total and moving citations issued per patrol hour would be lower than nonselective enforcement, 
since SMPV officers focused enforcement against trucks, which constitute only nine to ten percent 
of traffic statewide. Additionally, on most of the test sites the ratio of trucks to passenger vehicles 
dropped significantly after dark, even though SMPVs were still operating. 

Another factor which may have influenced SMPV total citations and total moving citations issued 
perofficer patrol hour is related to drivers' attitudes toward SMPV enforcement. Truck drivers were 
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generally more cognizant of the SMPV program than passenger vehicle drivers. Truck drivers 
generally perceived that trucks were the target vehicles of the program, as evidenced by the words 
of one truck driver talking on the CB radio," The eHP has declared war on us truckers!" Truck 
drivers were aware of the vicinities in which S!\1PV s were deployed, through CB radio and 
familiarity with the highways upon which they drive. Therefore, truck drivers who would otherwise 
be driving in an unlawful manner, brought their driving into compliance while traversing test sites. 

Specially Marked Patrol Vehicle enforcement produced significantly more total truck and truck 
moving citations per officer patrol hour than any of the three categories of black and white black 
patrol units. For example, S!\1PVs generated 0.51 total truck citations and 0.41 moving truck 
citations perofficerpatrol hour, while black and white units on test site beats produced 0.08 total truck 
citations and 0.07 moving truck citations perofficer patrol hour. Thus, SMPV enforcement produced 
537 and 485 percent more total truck citations and truck moving citations respectively per officer 
patrol hour than black and white unit enforcement on test site beats. 

CTTATIO:".' DISPOSITION RATES 

An important element in evaluating the overall effectiveness of any innovative traffic enforcement 
tactic is the disposition of citations. The issuance of a citation is only one step in a series of events 
that ends with the adjudication of a case. The process of officers issuing citations for traffic law 
violations involves detection ofan offense, identification of the violator, and collection ofsufficient 
evidence to present a credible case in court. Therefore, a newly implemented enforcement strategy 
should be evaluated to determine whether it inherently causes judicial concern. To this end, 
information about citation disposition rates is examined. 

Each CHP Area command, in conjunction \.vith local courts, developed a system to track disposition 
rates of the following citation types: 

• 	 SMPV citations issued to drivers of target trucks for moving violations. 

• 	 Citations issued by black and white patrol units to drivers of target trucks for moving violations. 

• 	 SMPV citations issued to passenger vehicle drivers for moving violations. 

• 	 Citations issued by black and white patrol units to passenger vehicle drivers for moving 
violations. 

The disposition of the citations issued by black and white patrol units served as a control group with 
which SMPV citation dispositions could be compared. Specially Marked Patrol Vehicle citations 
wereidentified by special project cOde "74" written on the CHP 215. Citations issued to target trucks 
by SMPV and black and white units were identified by the vehicle type codes listed in Figure 16. 
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The tracking system used to gather citation disposition data varied from test site to test site, usually 
depending on the sophistication of a court's filing system. Some courts had automated flies and 
information was readily available, while courts not yet computerized had difficulty with data 
retrieval. In some cases, court and CHP clerks had to search fues by hand to locate the necessary 
information. 

Surveys were conducted twice during the pilot program. The first group of surveys was conducted 
during the first half of the pilot program, while the second group covered the second half of the 
program. Courts from which data were retrieved were the same for both surveys. 

The following courts participated in the citation disposition surveys. 

• Test Site #1: 	 Oakland Municipal Court 

• Test Site #2: 	 Merced Municipal Court 

• 	 Test Site #3: West Kern County Municipal Court and 
Newhall Municipal Court 

• Test Site #4: 	 North Orange County Municipal Court 

• Test Site #5: 	 Long Beach Municipal Court 

A total of 2,741 citations were tracked during the program. These citations had the following 
distribution: 

• 	 888 SMPV citations issued to drivers of target trucks for moving violations. 

• 	 594 citations issued by black and white patrol units to drivers of target trucks 
for moving violations. 

• 	 570 SMPV citations issued to passenger vehicle drivers for moving violation. 

• 	 689 citations issued by black and white patrol units to drivers of passenger 
vehicles for moving violations. 

Citation dispositions were divided into the following categories: 

• 	 Conviction 

• 	 Not guilty 
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• Traffic school in lieu of trial 

• Failure of violator to appear in court 

• Unknown dispositions 

Figure 21 graphically depicts the disposition of citations issued to drivers of target trucks and 
passenger vehicles, expressed as percentages of total citations tracked. There does not exist any 
significant difference in dispositions between citations issued by SMPVs or black and white patrol 
units. 

The minor differences may be explained by a number of factors, including different judges who 
adjudicated the cases, and different policies among the courts. For example, during the first survey 
the Oakland Municipal Court authorized traffic school for 36 percent of the passenger vehicle 
violators who received SMPV citations. This figure was similar to the 38 percent of passenger 
vehicle violators who had received citations from black and white units. However, in the second 
survey, the court authorized traffic school for 72.5 percent of passenger vehicle violators who had 
received SMPV citations. This variation may be due to the wide discretion exercised by different 
judges within the same judicial districL 
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FIGURE 21. Disposition of citations issued by SMPV units and black and while patrol units. 
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OFFICER ACTIVITY 






INTRODUCTION 


This section discusses the nonenforcement activity of officers operating SMPVs. Even though the 
primary purpose of SMPV officers was the enforcement of safety lawspertaining to trucks, they often 
had full or partial beat responsibilities. These added tasks often diverted SMPV officers from their 
primary purpose, but such diversion was necessary to ensure that an adequate level of public service 
was main tained. This section presents information which indicates the extent to which SMPV s were 
used for other than enforcement activities. 

Information regarding the time and activities of CHP officers was collected from CHP 415s and 
retrieved by the CHP Management Information System (MIS). The CHP 415, Daily Field Record, 
is completed by each officer during a work shift. The CHP 41 5 is the primary source of information 
regarding attendance and field activities. Data from the form were entered by each CHP command 
into the MIS. The MIS is a computerized system designed to serve as a reliable method of 
communicating and processing information. 

Officers assigned to the program provided a high level of assistance to the public. During the 
program, a total of 10,856 motorist services were provided by the 15 SMPV units. These services 
included assisting motorists with disabled vehicles, providing information and general assistance. 
removing road hazards, and clearing CHP enforcement documents. 

WORK AND PATROL HQURS 

Officers assigned to the program logged a total of 39, 977 work hours which were divided into 
specified activities (see Table 8). Officers spent 26,561 hours on patrol. i.e., driving a SMPV within 
view of the motoring public. Patrol hOUTS included such activities as enforcement contacts, motorist 
services, warrant/registration/license checks, and suspicious circumstances checks. 

Patrol hours accounted for 66.4 percent of the total hOUTS that SMPV officers worked. SMPVofficers 
spent 23 percent more of their work time on patrol than did officers operating black and white patrol 
cars in the same CHP Area commands. This higher percentage of patrol time is due to the limited 
purpose ofSMPV units. i.e., truck enforcement. Table 8 provides. by activity category, acomparison 
of SMPV and black and white patrol unit work hours. 

Examination of the data contained in Table 8 indicates that SMPV officers generally spent a smaller 
proportion of their total work time performing nonpatrol functions than did officers operating black 
and white patrol cars. The most notable differences occurred in three activity categories: accident 
investigation, in-custody arrests, and partner assists. When compared to officers operating black and 
white patrol cars within the same CHPAreacommands, SMPV officers spent 3.7 • 3.9, and 7.0percent 
less of their total work time respectively. investigating accidents, conducting in-custody arrests, and 
assisting their partner officers. 
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SMPV (All Test Sites) B & W UNITS OPERATING ON B&WUNITS 
NON-TEST SITE BEATS STATEWIDE 

WITIllN PARTIC1PATING CHP 
AREASACTIVITY 


CATEGORIES 

% OF TOTAL 
 % OF TOTAL % OF TOTAL 

HOUR HOURS ! HOUR HOURS HOUR HOURS 
COUNT WORKED COUNT WORKED COUNT WORKED ,i 

PATROL (pRIMARY BEATS) 26,561 66,4 375,594 4304 2,741,402 46,7 

552,638 9.4ACCIDENT jJ<,'VESTIGATION 2,603 6.5 88,364 10.2 

55,330 6.2 343,982 5,9IN-CUSlDDY ARRESTS 936 23 

11).79 1.3392 1.0 75,716 1.3VEHICLE SlDRAGE 

1,432 3,6 42,621 4.9 240,816 4.1COURT 

ASSIST OTIIER CHP u)'1TS 
OR ALLIED AGENOES 1,820 4.6 56.965 6.6 322,463 5.5 

71,679 8.3PARTNER ASSIST 558 104 466,541 8,0 

TRAmC COl\'TROL 909 2,2 22.798 2,6 134.106 2.3 

12,179 0.2EMERGENCY SERVICES 12 0.0 1,209 0.1 

63 0.2 32,148 0,6VEHICLE THEFT 2,938 0,3 

409 1.0 34,168 4,0 248,481 4.2TRAlNING 

9,760 1.1 50,846 0,9ADMlNlSTRATIVE 187 0,5 

OTHER 624 1.6 20,551 2.4 133.235 2,3 

SPEClAl)OTIlER BEATS 3,471 8,7 73,875 8,5 514,384 3.8 

lDTAL HOURS WORKED 39,977 100,0 865,131 100,0 5,868,937 100,0 
i 

TABLE 8: Comparison of SMPV and black and white patrol car officer work hours, Work hours are broken down by 
activity calegorles and expressed as a percentage of lotal hours worked. 

The reduced involvement in accident investigation is because of the SMPV focus on specified target 
violations. When possible, Area Commanders freed SMPV officers from on-scene and follow-up 
accident investigations. The reduced activity with in-custody arrests and partner assists is due to 
limited SMPV operation on C Watch (9:45 p,m, to 6:15 a,m.). The majority of CHP drunk driving 
arrests are made during this watch and CHPunits are not normally staffed with partner officers except 
on CWatch. 
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The overall trends in S:MPV nonenforcement activity have been discussed thus far in this section. 
One aspect of this analysis, however, is an examination of the differences in SMPV activity among 
the various test sites to determine if SMPV performanceis significantly influenced by different 
environments. 

Specially Marked Patrol Vehicle patrol time, expressed as a percentage of total SMPV work time, 
ranged from 57.8 percent for Test Site #S to a high of 72.9 percent for Test Site #1. Both these test 
sites carry high volumes of traffic and are metropolitan in naMe. One would expect that SMPV 
activity patterns would be similar due to the common characteristics of both test sites. However, 
examination of the data contained in Table 9 does not produce distinguishable patterns. 

The percentage of total SMPV work time that was expended in accident investigation, for example, 
was similar for Test Site #1 (4.5 percent) and Test Site #2 (4.4 percent) even though these test sites 
were respectively metropolitan and rural. Conversely, Test Site #5, which was similar in naMe to 
Test Site #1, had 12.0 percent. Again, when SMPV activity is compared among the test sites, no 
correlation between SMPV activity and the environment is evident. 

ACTIVITY CATEGORIES PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL HOURS WORKED 

SITE #1 SITE #2 SITE #3 SITE #4 SITE #5 ALL SITES 
SMPV 

PATROL (PRIMARY CHP BEATS) 72.9 65.S 66.S 85.6 57.8 66.4\' 

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 12.0 6.54.5 4.4 5.8 8.4 , 

ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES 22.6i 29.7 27.9 26.0 30.2 
BLACK & WHITE 


PATROL (PRIMARY CHP BEATS) 
 45.4 50.0 43.4 35.4 36.8 43.41 

: ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 10.3 8.6 10.1 13 10.2:9.2 
! 

. ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES 44.3 41.4 46.5 51.6 54.0 46.4 
SMPV COMPARED TO BLACK AND WHITE 


PATROL (PRIMARY CHP BEATS) 
 27.5 22.9 30.2 21.0 23.015.8 

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 2,8-4.3-S.B -4.2 -4.6 -3.7. 

ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES -21.7 -11.7 -18.6 -25.6 -24.2 .23.sl 

TABLE 9. Percentage of total hours WOl:ked: SMPY units compared to black and white palmI units. 

Table 9 provides data pertaining to the activity of black and white patrol cars within the Area 
commands participating in the program. The data is Areawide rather than being conflned to the test 
site beats as with SMPV data contained in Table 9. Nevertheless, a point of comparison with the 
SMPV data is established. It was expected that SMPV activity patterns would emerge when SMPV 
activity for each site was compared to black and white patrol car activity. However, such is not the 
case. The bottom portion of Table 9 indicates the comparisons. 
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Lack of direct correlation must be acknowledged when SMPV activity is compared among the test 
sites. First, activity patterns may not be evident because SMPV operations differed from test site to 
test site depending on a number of factors. The most significant of these factors include: (1) the 
degree of SMPV beat accountability necessary to maintain acceptable service levels; (2) problems 
with SMPV deployment due to unavailability of personnel or mechanical disorder; and (3) the 
number of black and white patrol units that were deployed when the SMPVs were deployed. 

The second data analysis incongruity is the fact that a "control group" did not exist with which SMPV 
activity could be compared. As noted earlier. Senate Bill 1873 did not provide funding for this study. 
Therefore, it was not fiscally practical to dedicate 15 black and white patrol units as a control group. 
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PUBLIC ATTITUDES 






INTRODUCTlON 

The primary mission of the CHP is the management and regulation of traffic to achieve safe, lawful, 
and efficient use of California highways. The CHP primarily uses preventative enforcement tactics 
to mirtimize the loss of life, personal injury, and property damage resulting from traffic accidents. 
Traditionally, the CHP has emphatically adhered to an in-view patrol policy based on the belief that 
visible patrol is a deterrent to accident-causing violations. 

The motoring public has generally supponed and has become accustomed to high-visibility patrol 
and the use of standard black and white patrol vehicles. Visible patrol promotes compliance with 
traffic laws by reminding motorists of the CHP's universal presence on California highways. Most 
drivers are reassured by the presence ofmarked CHP patrol vehicles. They are visi bly reminded that 
the CHP's highway coverage and emergency response capabilities are among the best in the nation. 
Some drivers, however, consider a CHP unit simply an obtrusive enforcement presence, These 
drivers often perceive in-view patrol as the only "fair" enforcement strategy that the CHP should 
employ to apprehend violators. 

Use ofS:t-.1PVs was a deviation from the CHP policy ofhigh-visibility patrol. As such, public opinion 
is an imponant aspect in thoroughly evaluating the program. Even though public attitude does not 
dictate CHP policy, it does play an impottant role in public compliance with traffic safety laws and 
in CHP goal attainment. 

No formal public opinion survey was conducted as part of this study. Consequently, evaluation of 
public artitude is based on the perception and experience of the CHP during the program. 

OUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 

As discussed in a previous section, officers who had driven S1\1PVs completed questionnaires 
addressing the suitability of S1\1PVs. Among other issues, officers responded to two statements 
relating to public attitude. Seventy-three questionnaires were analyzed. 

Table 10 on the next page pertains to officers' perceptions about public acceptance of the program, 
Generally,respondents did not have strong positive or negative impressions about how the public felt 
toward the use of S1\1PVs for enforcement against drivers of passenger vehicles. However, the 
perception ofpublic attitude toward the use ofS1\1PVs for truck enforcement received a mean rating 
of 4.42, between "agree" and "strongly agree." This rating was the highest of all responses and 
implies the strongest agreement with any of the questionnaire statements. 
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RATING STRONGLY STRONGLY 
SCALE DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE 

1 2 3 4 5 

MEAN 
RATING 

BASED ON ENFORCEMENT CONTACTS, THE PUBLIC IS RECEPTIVE TOWARDS 
THE USE OF SMPVs FOR: 

HEAVY TRUCK RULES OF THE ROAD ENFORCEMENT. 4.42 

• PASSENGER VEHICLE RULES OF THE ROAD ENFORCEMENT. 3.62 

TABLE 10. Mean ratings for officer perception of public artil1ldc. 

OFFICER COMMENTS 

Officers completing questionnaires were given the opportunity to offer comments about public 
attitude. The following five comments exemplify officers' perceptions about public acceptance of 
the program. 

The program has been very well received by the public in all my enforcement stops. 
They are behind us in this program. 

I believe the SMPVs are extremely effective (especially from a psychological 
standpoint). I've heard no one make a negative comment. 

The public is receptive to SMPV enforcement ofheavy truck violations but appear 
to be aware ofSMPV restrictions and drive accordingly. 

In the contacts I Jurve made, even though a citation was issued, the commercial 
operators are very receptive to the SMPV program. Many have stated, "it's about 
time" we got a program like this. 

Only one negative comment was made by a citizen about a passenger vehicle 
enforcement stop. He quoted a newspaper article incorrectly. 
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LEGlSLATTVE CONCERN 

Media coverage was intense during the flrst four months ofoperations. The coverage was generally 
positive, however, in February and March of 1987 some negative coverage was encountered. This 
coverage resulted from some legislators' concerns about the number of passenger vehicle drivers 
who were issued citations by Sl\f1PV officers. That coverage resulted in some mail to the media and 
editorials supporting the use of SMPVs to cite unsafe passenger vehicle operators. 

In February 1987, after 30 days of program operations, the CHP released preliminary enforcement 
data. This data indicated that 32.2 percent of total citations issued statewide by SMPV offlcers were 
to drivers ofpassenger vehicles. The number ofcitations issued to passenger vehicle operators drew 
legislative attention, causing the program to come under renewed scrutiny by some members of the 
Assembly Transportation Committee. The Committee questioned whether or not the SMPV 
program was being focused primarily toward truck enforcement as required by Senate Bill 1873. 

The Commissioner of the CHP testified before the Committee, explaining the S11PV program 
enforcement guidelines penaining to passenger vehicles. He reafflrmed that SMPV officers would 
issue citations for flagrant or unsafe passenger vehicle violations. The Commissioner also assured 
the Committee that the program was being administered within the mandates of Senate Billl873 and 
that truck enforcement was the focus of the program. 

During this period of legislative concern, some Legislators' offlces reponed receiving phone 
complaints about the program, while others reponed that constituents were in suppon of the program. 
One office reponed that phone calls were running six to one in favor of the program. 

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE 

Judicial response to the program was overwhelmingly positive. Officers who appeared in coun on 
SMPV citations did not encounter any opposition by judges during the proceedings. In every coun 
case that was monitored, the marking of the patrol vehicles was not an issue. 

Overall, public acceptance of the use of SMPVs was refreshingly high for the duration of the 
program. Many officers while on patrol received favorable comments from motorists. It was not 
unusual for SMPV officers conducting truck enforcement stops to observe passing motorists give the 
"thumbs up" sign, wave, or smile. Most negative reaction to the program came from truck drivers, 
even though most truckers supponed the program. 

Public correspondence to the CHP about the program was minimal but generally positive. Few 
adverse comments were received and only one known citizen complaint was received as the result 
ofa SMPV enforcement contact. (The complaint was from a truck driver who felt he did not deserve 
a speeding ci tation. The complainant made no reference to the program). Infact, telephone calls were 
received from passenger vehicle operators commending the CHP for its truck enforcement effons. 
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All Area Commanders felt that the public was overwhelmingly in support of the SMPV program. 
Their perceptions were based on interaction with the general public, judges, attorneys. community 
leaders, local government representatives, and members of the media. This perception of public 
support addresses the suitability of the concept ofusing enforcement vehicles not readily identifiable 
as CHP patrol cars. 

iLhr ~iakrn,lirlb OCali!Ofllinn Tue,.. Jun, 3D. 1987 All 

Cal' Poll: Sho~ld the C~P ~se'un~arked ~ehiCle~~ ;' . ,.,:~ 
..,.... ':".-~ --,

,:.':..' ,.~,'- J'~"'-" ~ .... r .. : 
NORMAN BROOME NAOMI wrTh4ER .AAJE ENGUS/i 1'11(, WATKINS 
RetIt«t "Why no11 PiroPe ~ offlt:er. '" don't TtIICher. "No. 1'1'. an.kyll Bot1I1Oder. """""...... Thoy .,.. morw apl to tJow dorwn mind. tI poropto am obeying think when you Me. blaek need to be .bI'o tQ ateh 
wt*I they 1M • ~ car, tho .Iaw. 1l1IIhoukin't ma." I -'" ."... petrol =- on tf1e speedfQ aflY W!)' lhey CIIn. 
tAA H they don't Me: any bitddlftfJI'8f'!C;fJ.·· irton HIf mean! QOing-"-"'"Job""Imeoc::lld to do - drtnn und~. Sc:rnetirnes. 
al thef pkleM. ArlmnI _-. Tho CHI' ""IlM 
-- ...............·11

you 'n got to flgh1 f'Int WIth 
UIIU u1Unariuld petrOl cal'l' to bt mon1Ilnt1:ll1ttt8d In flra'· 
and II', helped CU1 down on IIkMtng people dwtn than 
~ bec:aUM poopfe trying " filld new -YI to_know_...,. 

..--k up on rhtm. TMlr 
~ ..aI~."-" 

LESINOMM 

Self empIoyId: IIVeL Some.,...-. ..._.... 
out d controf OIl tN 

hlgllwoy '"" h" ... <XI" 
way to e:ateh ~'j 

FIGURE 22, Informal newpapcr poll. 
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CONCLUSIONS 


This study examined the effects ofusing SMPV s for the enforcement ofheavy truck rules of the road. 
Paramount to the success of the pilot program was whether or not a reduction in the rate of T AF 
accidents was realized. The Department measured t he TAF accident rate on test sites where SMPVs 
were deployed and on other freeways. The most significant reduction occurred on the test sites. 

Use of SMPVs proved to be a valuable tool in the detection and apprehension of truck drivers 
operating in an unla\\1'ul manner. Officers operating SMPV s generated more truck citations per 
officer patrol hour and focused a much higher percentage of total enforcement activity toward truck 
drivers than officers operating black and white patrol cars. 

Use of SMPVs had no impact on officer or public safety. Specially Marked Patrol Vehicles proved 
to bejust as suitable as black and white patrol cars forthe varied functions required ofCHP officers. 

Public acceptance of the SMPV program was perceived by the CHP to be high, and judicial response 
was perceived to be positive. A survey ofcitation dispositions did not reveal any judicial bias in favor 
of, or against, the use of SMPVs. 

Even though the SMPV pilot program was successful in reducing the number ofTAF accidents and 
in. focusing enforcement efforts toward truck drivers, the program was not without problems. 
Because the Department had to re-direct existing resources to administer the program, other CHP 
activities may have been affected. However, the impact was not measured empirically. 

The SMPV program demonstrated that officers operating SMPV s and deployeD to primarily enforce 
truck rules of the road were successful in reducing TAF accident rates. 

It is recommended that the CHP maintain the option of using SMPVs for truck enforcement on 
segments of highways that meet one or more of the following criteria: 

• 	 A highway segment experiencing a high rate of truck accidents in which the primary collision 
factor is well suited for the use of SMPVs. 

• 	 A highway segment experiencing a high degree of noncompliance with Vehicle Code laws 
pertaining to truck speed, lane change, turning, starting, backing, and following too closely. 

• 	 A highway segment that carries a high volume of truck traffic and experiences a moderate-to
high rate of noncompliance with pertinent Vehicle Code laws, where traditional enforcement 
strategies have been ineffective. 
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Truck-at-fault accidents constitute a small proportion of total motor vehicle accidents. The CHP 
broad-based commercial enforcement activities, hazardous materials programs, and liaison with the 
trucking industry playa major role in keeping this proportion smalL The CHP must, however, seek 
ways to reduce the number of truck accidents caused by driver error. The use of SMPVs is suitable 
for this purpose. 

FIGURE 23. Four models of SMPVs. 
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ANNEX A 


5<onale Bill No. 1873 

An act to add and repeal s..ction 2423 of the Vehicle Code, relating 
to vehide1. 

[App,."ed by Gctvemo, September 2lI. l!l!l6. FUed with 
Secretv)' or Stat. Sq>,,,,,,be. 2lI. l!l!l6.] 

L£GlSUTIVE COtJNSEl.'S DIGEST 

SB \873, 5<oymour. Depil.l1ment of the California Highway Patrol: 
special patrol vehicles. 

Under existing law, the Oepil.l1ment of the California Highway 
Patrol has responsibility for the patrol of and the investigation of 
motor vehJcle ac:eidents on the highways. 

This bill would direct the department to institute a pilot program 
that w"u1d utilize vehicles not readily identifiable as regular patrol 
vebkles. but which meet identification requirements specified by 
regulation and exhibit the official insignia of the depil.l1ment. with 
enforcement personnel wearing the official uniform of the 
department, for the primary purpose of enforcement of highway 
safety viOlatiOIU by driven of motortrucks of·3 or more we, over 
6,000 pounds l1I1loden weight. truck tractors, combinations of a 
motortruck and another vehJele or vehicles over 40 feet in length. 
and any truck or combination of vehicles over 6.000 pounds unladen 
weight transporting bazardoll! materials. The bill would limit the 
pilot program to 4 department geographical divisions with not more 
than 15 vehicles, and personnel assigned as specified. The bill would 
direct the depil.l1ment to prepare and submit a report of its findin~. 
conclusions, and recommendations to the Legislature on or before 
Marcb 15, 1988. 

The bill would repeal these provisio/U on January 1. 1988. 

The people of /be Stale of California do "nIlC! lIS foYaws: 

SECTION 1. (0) The Legislature hereby Ands and declare1 .. 
follows: 

(1) The current increase in truck ac:eident rates has created great 
conc:-ern from the public, governmental agencies. the Legislature. 
and other entities interested in traffic safety. 

(2) There is continued disregard for safe. legal operation by some 
driver. of heavy commercieJ vehide•. 

(3) These drivers are able to use variOll! methods of 
communication to provide a network affording evasion from 
apprehension for umaIe. illegal driving practices. 

(4) The-Department of the California Highway Patrol. other than 
a limited air patrol operation, hIlS no equal ability to combat 
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profes.nonal evade" with respe<.:t to megal dri''ing of he>'" 
commercial vehieles. 

(~) ....'hen a he.", corn.mercial vehicle is involved in an occident 
with other vehides, the potential for f,talitie. " increased 
dumaticilly. 

(E) fhis increlLS<!d potential for fatalities in he,,,, commercial 
vehicle accident> needs special actioo to reduce the accident rate 
and control illegal, unsafe dri~g practices. 

(b) It Is, therefore, the intellt of the Legislature in enacting this 
act. to create. pilot program authori2:ing the use of special patrol 
vehicles by HIghway Patrol omcen In enforcing he",,, commercial 
vehicle highway safety l!'d In lpprehending ";ol.ton who drive 
those heavy commen::lal vehicles. 

SEC ~ 5ee!loll 2123 Is added to the VehJcle Cod.!, to read: 
J.(2:l. .(1) The deputment shall conduct l pUot program 

involving It! we of veblcle:lllot read.Uy ldelltlflabl. L! regular patrol 
vehicles, but which Du,,,t th.ldeIItilicatiDII requirement! of SectiOD 
1141 ofTitle 13 of the CaIlfon:tll& AdmJnlrtn,tive Code and exhibit the 
omolal !rulgn!' of the deputmeDt, for the primary purpose of 
enforcement of highway safety vlolationa by driven of vehicles 
de:lC'f'lbed 111 subdivUlolll (I). (b). and (f) of Section 34l5OO and 
driven of vehicles of more thaa 6,000 pound> UDladen weight 
de:IC'f'Ibed In IUbdlvls:loD (Ill of 5ee!lDII 34l5OO ond the Ippreherulon 
of those vlolaton. For this purpose. the departmeDt may employ any
exbt:Ini unmarked vehJcle which Is determined to afFord the highest 
Wtellhood ofcoDtlnued no~tiOll, ""d may periodically repaint 
or remark any vehicle ICI IIMd for this purpose If the vehlcle 
cootlnues to meet the kLmtlllcallon requirement! ofSection 1141 01 
TItle 13 01 the CIll!'omIa Ac!mlnlIt:native Cod.! ODd exhibits the 
buIpIIa 01 the department. Vehicles wthorlzA,d by this Ied:iOD shall 
be Uoed primarily for purpaII!IS 01 this led:ioa. . 

(b) The pilot pt'OII'UII shall be lim.ited to lOur 01 the eight 
deportment posrapblCll dlvUIoII.! with not more thaa HI vehlcle:t 
usisned to the pl'Ojp"Ull, ODd shall utllb:e peTlClnnei already wiSned 
for eommerdaI vebIde fIIIIoroemeDt purpoees. Entorcemeot 
pel'1OMe! putldpotliDc In the pilot p:ovam shall wear the oIllolal 
imlform of the dep&rtment. 

(e) The department shall prepare ODd aubmlt to the Legislature 
on or before March 115. 1988. I report 01 illlladinP. coDcluoions, ond 
l'e¢O"IJlleDdations CODcemI:oa the pUO! ptOITUZ). 

(d) The report shaIl1lldude. but DOt be limited to. the foUowin(f. 
(1) The ccot ~ 01 IpedaI ~ vehicle 
~mt. . 

(2) The Impoet on the comml!1'Cill vehicle ICddoot rate in the 
p!Iot program areas. 

(3) A eomparllon otprosram ..... cltatiOD ODd CQIlvictlon oetIvity 
with regular reed enforcemet\t cltatlOll ODd COD";ctioa oetIvity. 

(~) The _ to which vehlclet are IIMd for l"'fP'*S other than 
the primar-y purpooe ..t forth In aubdlYllJon (al. 

(!) Public aeceptat>ee. 
(5) Problems resulting froID the use ot IPI"'lfic:ally marked patrol 

vebIcl.. 
(e) 'I'h!lIIed:iOD ahaII remain In eI!'eet only untlllanllAfl' 1. 1_

LIla L! of that date II repealed llIllea I later es:w:ted ltatute which 
Is eIllICted before lanllAfl' 1. 1988, deletes or extend> that date. 
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ANNEX B 


SEPTEMBER QUESTIONNAIRE 

SPECIALLY MARKED PATROL VEHICLE PILOT PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION: The Department is currently evaluating the effectiveness of 
Specially Marked Patrol Vehicles (SHPVs) 85 lools in the enforcement of heavy 
truck rules of the road. The Legislature has directed the eHP to submit a report 
regarding this evaluation by Harch 15, 1988. IncoLPorated in the Department's 
study is a questionnaire survey of officers who have participated in the pilot 
prozram. 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect subjective info~Btion regardint 
safety aspects associated with the operation of SHPVs. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

• 	 This questionnaire shall be completed by state Traffic Officers who have 

operated one or more SKPVs. 


• 	 Unless othe~ise indicated, any comparison with black and white (B/W) patrol 
cars should be made on the basis of comparable emergency equipment, (i.e .. an 
SMPV compared to a B/W with no roof lights). 

• 	 Dnly one answer shall be selected for each statement. 

• 	 Select an answer for each statement by circling the number in the answer 

column that best describes your opinion. 


• 	 Complete this questionnaire during the workshift in which you received it and 
return it "to your supervisor for fOr"Warding to Operational Planning section. 

• 	 Commanders are to batch completed questionnaires and route them directly to 
Operational Planning Section no later than October 30, 1987. 

PRINT IN UPPER CASE ONLY 

LAST NAI!E: ____________,FIRST IIA1!E: ______________ 

ID #: ______________,LOCATION CODE: ____________ 

(1) 	 DURING MY CAREER WITH THE 
CHP, I HAVE OPERATED THE 
FOLLOWING TYPE(S) OF BLACK 
AIID WHITE PATROL CARS ENOUGH 
TO BE FAI!ILIAR WITH THEIR 
CHARACTERISTICS. 

(2) 	 SINCE THE BEGINNING OF 
THE PILOT PROGRAM 
(JANUARY 12, 1987), I HAVE 
DRIVEN A SHPV THE FOLLOWING 
IlUKBER OF SHIFTS. 

(Continued 

STUDY (9/87) OU 

Ali/SWERS 

1 • OIlLY SLICK TOP CARS (1) 1 2 3 
2 • OIlLY CARS WITH ROOF LIGHTS 
3 • BOTH SLICK TOP CARS AIID 

CARS WITH ROOF LIGHTS 

1 = 20 SHIFTS OR LESS (2) 1 2 3 4 
2 • 21 TO 40 SHIFTS 
3 • 41 TO 60 SHIFTS 
4 • 61 OR HORE SHIFTS 

on 	 reverse side) 
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Use the following rating scale to select answers for statements (3) through tIS}. 

STRONGLY OISAGREE OISAGRtt NEUTRAL AGREE SlRONGLY AGREE 
I 2 J ~ 5 ANSWERS 

(3) 	 OVERALL, SMPV' ARE AS EffECTIVE AS BLACK AND WHITE PATROL CARS WHEN EFfECTING 
STOI'S O!l LARGE TRUCKS. (3) 1 2 3 • 5 

(4) 	 OVERALL, S~PV. ARE AS EfFECTIVE AS BLACK AND limE PATROL CARS ItIEN EfFECTING 
STOPS O!l PASSENGER VEHICLES. (4) 1 2 3 4 5 

(5) 	 OVERALL, S~PVs ARE AS EFfECTIVE AS BLACK ANO WHITE PATROL CARS ItIEN PROYIDING 
COIlTROL AT E"ERGENCY INCIOENTS (I.E., ACCIDENTS, LANE CLOSURES, ETC.). (5) 12 J 4 S 

(6) 	 OVERALL, SIIPYS ARE AS EffECTIYE AS BLACK AND Io1ilTE PATROL CARS WHEN RAPIOLY IIlVING 
THROUGH rt:JDERATE FREE.....YTRAFf IC DURING OAYLIGHT WITHOUT IlSING E"ERGEHCY 
LIGHTING OR SIREN (I.E., PACING A SPEEDER, COOE TWO RESPONSE, ETC.). (6) 12 J. 5 

(1) rt:JTORISTS TAILGATE SMPY, MGRE THAN BLACK ANO WHITE PATROL CARS ARE TAILGATED. (1] I Z J 4 5 

(81 MGTORISTS 00 HOT READILY IDENTIFy SMPV, AS PATROL VEHICLES, (8) 1 23. S 

(9) 	 OVERALL, SMPV. ARE AS EffECTIVE AS BLACK AND Io1ilTE PATROL CARS IN FREEWAY PATROL. (9) 1 2 J ~ 5 

(10) 	 BASED O!l ENfORCE~,ENl COIlTACIS, THE PUBLIC IS RECEPTIVE TOWARDS THE USE OF SIIPV, 
FOR ~EAVY TRUCK RULES Of THE ROAD ENfORCEMENT. (TO) I 23.5 

(11) 	 BASED O!l ENfORCEMENT CONTACTS, THE PUBLIC IS RECEPTIVE TOWAROS THE USE OF SllPV. 
FOR PASSEHGER VEHICLE RULES OF lHE ROAD ENfORCE~ENT. (11) 12345 

(12) 	 OVERALL, lHE EXTENT OF OFfiCER SAFETY AfFORDED BY A S~PV IN CODE THREE OPERATION (12) 1 2 3 • 5 
IS LESS THAN THAT PROVIDED BY A BLACK AND WHITE PATROL CAR. 

IN THE FOLLOWING CIRCUMSTANCES, ~TORISTS YIELD TO A SllPV IN CODE THREE OPERATION AS 
REAnILY AS A BLACK AND WHITE PATROL CAR IN COOE THREE OPERATION: 

(13) 	 fREEWAY, DAYLIGHT. (13) 1 2 3 4 5 

(14) 	 FREEWAY, DARKNESS, (14) 1 2 3 • 5 


(15) SURFACE STREET, DAYLIGHT. (15) 1 2 3 • S 


(16 SURFACE STREET, DARKNESS. (16) 1 2 3 4 S 


CQIIPAREO TO THE VERTICAL SIllTGUN ~T!NG POSITIO!l IlSEO !II BLACK AND WHITE PATROL CARS, 

I PREfER THE FOLLOWING SHOTGUN PDUNTIHG POSITIONS: 


(l7l IIORIZO!lTAL IOJNT BETWEEN FROIlT BUCKET SEATS. 111)123.5 


(18) 	 OIAGOIlAL NGUNT, ~ZZLE DIlWII AND STOCK UP, (18) 1'23.5 

COMMENTS: (ATTACH AOOITIOHAL PAGES IF HECESSARY). 
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ANNEXC 


THIS ANNEX INCLUDES A CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF SELECTED 
NEWSPAPER ARTICLES WHICH APPEARED BETWEEN DECEMBER 26, 1986 AND 
AUGUST 8, 1987 ON THE CHP'S DEPLOYJ\.1ENT OF SPECIALLY MARKED PATROL 
VEHICLES. FIVE OF THOSE ARTICLES HAVE ALSO BEEN INCLUDED. 
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ARTICLE TITLE DATE 

PRIMARY 
LOCATION 

SERVED 

CIRCULATION 
Dally (D) 

Weekly (W) PUBLICATION 

Of 1500 New Laws, Some 
Make Sense 

12·26·86 Long Beach D 51,340 Press Telegram 

CHP Speed Patrols to Soon 
Use Less ldemifiable Cars 

12·30·86 Los Angeles D 1,076,466 Los Angeles Times 

Plain Wrap Bears to Curb 
Speeding Trucks 

12·31-86 Long Beach D 51,340 Press Telegram 

Black and Whiles Disguised 
in State Police Crackdown 

12·31·86 San Jose D 243,078 Mercury News (AM) 

Give CHP a Chance 01·01·87 Santa Barbara D 47,308 News Press 

Low·Profile CHP Patrol 
Cars Eyed 

01·02·87 San Gabriel D 49,250 San Gabriel Valley Daily 
Tribune 

Highway Parrol's Tmck 
Crackdown a Necessary 
Move 

01·07-87 Arcadia W 2.597 Durtean Dispatch 

Smokey Dons Plain Wrap 
(a Nab Speeders 

01-07-87 Los Angeles 2xW 2.850 Wilshire Press 

CHP to Discreetly Nab 
Lawless Trucks 

01-08-87 Bakersfield D 66.867 Californian 

CHP Will Field Fleet of 
"Plainclothes" Cars to 
Monitor Errant Tmckers 

01-08-87 Oakland D 149,828 Oakland Tribune 

CHP to Put on New Face to 
Chase Truckers 

01-0S·87 San Francisco D 630.954 Chronicle 

CHP to Use Less Visible 
Cars to Nab More Errant 
Tmckers 

01-08-87 Walnut Creek D 77,358 Contra Costa Times 

Speeders Beware; CHP 
GelS New Look 

01-08-87 Hayward D 44,335 Review 

Hello, Mister Chips; Cars in 
Mufti to Cruise 880 

01-08-87 San Jose D 243,078 Men:ury News (AM) 

CHP Slealth Plan Targets 
Reckless Rigs 

01-08·87 Sacramento D 219.057 Bee 

CHP Cars Take on New 
Look, Truckers 

01-OS-87 Costa Mesa D 39,000 DailyPUot 
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ARTICLE TITLE 

Help for the CHP 

"Smokey" Will Pose 
Greater Threat to Speeding 
Truckers 

New Laws Clamp Down on 
Trucks, Buses 

Truckers Back CHP 
Crackdown 

Low-Profile Cars Catch 
Speeding Truck Drivers 

CHP Goes Trolling for 
Trucks 

Low-Profile CHP Cars 
Pulling Over Speeders 

California Cracks Down on 
Speeding Trucker 

A Sneak at The Wheel 

Sneaky Smokeys 

Chips are Down for Those 
Who Speed 

Low-Profile CHP Cars a 
Headache for Truckers 

CHP Off Base in Use of 
Unmarked Cars, Plans to 
Use Radar WithOUl 
Legislative OK 

Cool it, Truckers: That 
Good Buddy in the Chevy 
MaybeCHP 

Should CHP Use Unmarked 
Cars lD Patrol the 
Highways? 

Thumbs Up for the 
California Highway 
Patrol 

DATE 

01-09-87 

01-09-87 

01-10-87 

OJ-13-87 

01-13-87 

01-14-87 

OJ-14-87 

OJ-15-87 

OJ-15-87 

01-17-87 

01-17-87 

01-19-87 

01-22-87 

OJ-24-87 

01-28-87 

01-29-87 

PRIMARY 

LOCATION 


SERVED 


Merced 

Whittier 

Los Angeles 

Morgan Hill 

San Francisco 

San Francisco 

Van Nuys 

New York, 
NY 

Saint Helena 

Glendale 

Hayward 

Hayward 

Napa 

Los Angeles 

Lake Elsinore 

Carlsbad 

CIRCULATION 
DaDy (0) 

Weekly (W) 


6xW 22,942 


D 27,128 


W 9,544 

2xW 10,029 

D 630,095 

D 158,722 

D 132,936 

W 4,299 

W 33,000 

D 44,335 

W 44,335 

W 2,100 

D 1,076,466 

W 5,000 

PUBLICATION 

Sun St.ar 

Whittier Daily News 

Eagle Rock Sentinel 

Morgan Hill Times and San 
ManinNews 

Chronicle 

Examiner 

Daily News 

Journal of Commerce 

St.ar 

The Leader 

Review 

Review 

Reeord 

Los Angeles Times 

The Valley Tribune 

LaCosUln 
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ARTICLE TITLE DATE 

PRIMARY 
LOCATION 

SERVED 

CIRCULATION 
Dally (D) 

Weekly (W) PUIlLICATION 

Beware the Banana Bitch 02-14-87 San Francisco D 630,954 Chronicle 

CHP Rates Special Car 
Sting a Success So Far 

02-17-87 San Jose D 243,078 Mercury News (AM) 

Smokey Driving the 
"Silver Bullet" 

02-21-87 Merced 6xW 22,942 Sun-Star 

CHP Starts Special Problem 
Truck PalIOI 

03-01-87 Corning 5xW 2.068 Observer 

CHP'Truckbusters" 
Accused ofNailing Cars 

03-05-87 Oakland D 195,937 Tribune 

Lawmakers Not Amused 03-05-87 Merced 6xW 22,942 Sun-Star 

Crackdown on Speedy 
Trucks Also Nets Speedy 
Cars 

03-05-87 Los Angeles D 1,076.466 Los Angeles Times 

Special CHP PalJols Draw 
Capitol Fire 

03-05-87 Tulare 6xW 8,813 Advance Register 

CHP's Unmarked Cars 
Draw Fire 

03-07-87 Turlock 6xW 8.744 Journal 

Let's Hear It For The CHP 03-08-87 Oakland D 195.937 Tribune 

Camouflaged CHP 
Effective Here 

03-11-87 Newhall 3xW 12,586 The Signal 

Effon to Slow Trucks 
Tickets Too Many Cars, 
Legislator Says 

03-19-87 Santa Ana D 271,281 Orange County Register 

Suprise! CHP Project 
Designed to Nail Truckers 
Also is Nabbing AUlO 
Drivers 

3-19-87 Napa W 2,100 Record 

CHP Trying Spany Ap
proach 

03-20-87 Palo Alto D 60,288 Peninsula Times Tribune 

That's The Ticket 03-28-87 Santa Ana D 27,281 Orange County Register 

Curtailing Slaughter on 
Highways 

03-30-87 San Gabriel D 49,250 Tribune 
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PRIMARY CIRCULATION 
LOCATION Dally (D) 

ARTICLE TITLE DATE SERVED W..,kly(W) PUBLICATION 

CHP May Expand Special 
Patrol 

04·27·87 San Jose D 63,680 Mercury News (PM) 

Going After Speeders 04·27·87 San Jose D 243,078 Mercury News (AM) 

"Camouflaged" CHP Cars 
Are Cutting Crashes 

06-17-87 San Francisco D 630,594 Chronicle 

Accidents Down 06·19·87 Modesto D 74,100 Bee 

CHP: Proud of Pastel 
Patrol 

06·21·87 Newhall 3xW 12,586 The Signal 

CHP Plan Tames Truckers 06·23-87 Bakersfield D 81,721 Bakersfield 

Tickets by the Truckload 07·21·87 Los Angeles D 266,102 Los Angeles Herald Examiner 

"Plain Wrappers" Pm Dent 
in Truck Mishaps 

07·22·87 Los Angeles D 1,076,466 Los Angeles Times 

CHP Rides Herd on 
Speeding Trucks 

07·27·87 Long Beach D 51,340 Long Beach Press Telegram 

Patrol Success 08·]·87 San Gabriel D 49,250 San Gabriel Valley Daily 
Tribune 
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TRIB GAME SPORTS , LOCAL , 

Win up to $50,0001 'New' GGF Fremont council OKs 
Play Tribune Keno opens today age limit for nightcLub 

PI!&" D-J PI!&" A·9Ps&eB-'l 

u ..." 

CHP'truckbusters' nailing too many cars, critics say 

.,JkIlMil'CIIoiIIw ~Qttbe:IKktl.l'l4~.ad.&f"Wm, ~ Jl'IIb!lI~ 00"'''';/1 hh ~ CliP til btc _.h HII/TU _d M _anti \r:! plU III,h_'f IUI.O>I 
~,- !)lImhttr cl £;UIW~ U~Jl.i:X'J.•~ tM lull!, or n!'t"M - Ul0 A.UemblyrnUl J"""'u JOda. !).s",; Cfh,... 11 abt>u,l.M t!\Willoo. ~j .. ., "i"l":W1WI'_' 

!:.~Iftr; meotIm,b !U'Vl ~Im' Wl'Jl"!IUnc ..., p.ttt1)1 of pl.YWt 4Iny tnt:*" W'tUi ~ III('Ie. '-...~ In& 01 tbe =mmdu>r 
and ~l>ef: \:r.l>.l~ - tzt.~u IIf" monUi...».<llutl" ,.ur Ie! f/I"tlVl", .,.,.., Il'Ibl!.:: tnt) IU'¥~ t.flI mule-d "" \h,J nIl _, u.~ C'HP a 1<""1\1, 11.1: 1Iluf;__ \C 

Wit >"~I'tll ersU!:ll:rtm lin en;all! t~k1en 1U1Q11lw: Crlll""'1 UU' pl"I\IVsm. _lUi ""'I'~, _II.lI.IL 5~nt In<K<lraU ~<l o! 00.0, wll.&( I bt-I>f""l'_:'MU,d 
N'1!UIl: Yrr'."uy .' Ill"" or ~ "..vol (;;.In ....~I I'1l!Ilt.m!!Oll/tJonl A.J.M:mWynu:" Dd", Huru. D-Oa.lol&nd. _II" tI tbl'1I f>I'Ul'..tt)' lillefil - llWd.lJdt _1&tiIt't

Not.Itly lI..IlJ t:lf 70. "':'\«0\.1 """~1Ien by u... c..ll' 11,hlll nl.hel' UYn till:! bll'uuu ~\.Iin..I'<I-.lIl1l' J1Ui on \he A.axmblf$ Ttall!IJM"UUoa Comrr.JI~. HlfTUlUu! . 

10m,. H.JtlI....~ Pa"""! ~ "","",",1l11d "Lnirk-.tn" p.lU'Vl nfl. U II b.:Irt."*""" ....... t by U'IlI hJ,n-J-,r "Jl'~ u.tt w.. ~Ulln ....~Q.J UIo" Io<:SI prQ HIIII.lIr palr'lll "l1'l:Wllllk-oy .till' ch&t.... "t 
f~t'# ,n A\.1J'!U"(b ~1Y "'cn tI.t)4Ml14 dr\..en ,..1.1'1)1 I.Il \11<4' "'t"\wUy "1m'Ii:"~ a!'\l 1<1 f,QoII.n .trim .... IoII.Id I" ~lutll"n..u I ~Jy um
r:f c,on. »<:cor':'!!, w hi""'" .....ll:.&H'<Il'Cl1MlUr JP"'f'd.n, JTNIIOfUIa ~I'II 5H C1IP, SKI P..., 

CHP________________________ _ 

CootIDaed frDm P.ge A·l About 60 """,.,,1 01 !be truw died by lb. 
falsely advertising !be "truckbusU!r" campalgn,ln "lructbwt.er·· force were nabbed tor web viola. 
which 15 regular patrol oHicera aCT'Ol$S the state UODS, Nelson II&.Id. 
wen! retraIned aod reaS3igned, Four of the tpec.ially colored can., w:ltlJ fla.!.b. 

"Nothing Imp",,,,,r Is going on." aaJd KeDt lng Ugh1.8 moo.ot.ed DC the alde3 rather t.ha.n·the 
Milton, • CHP n!pre$entatJve in Sacramento, "We roofs, are a.satped to t.be Nimitz.. 
aaJd all .Iong that we'd be citing some ca.ra." TIle NImltz, abo knowo .. I.olemale SSQ,." 

"What', an oUlcer BUpposed to do wbee SOfJ'loew the oo.ly as)' Area !neway loc.luded in the l!lpedal. 
one blalll by b.lm dolng n or 80 miles ltD bour?" call1paJ.p Also Lorieled t..oa... 01 ....vy truck 
Miltoe aued, Irallle II I.oU!nrt.l Ie I ond Il!r<>e Loo Al>&e1eo-area 

SllItewlde, about 21 """,."t 01 dlllllooa lJ. freewlya. 
sued in the fir1It ....k of !be .pedAl UlTIpai&D TIle CallIonIlo 'froctJn, AuoclIUoo ao<l Ib&. 
w~l to tootorist!, MHt.on Jald.. CUrrenll.Ot.ali were hJ&h...y palrol lobbJed I... lbe p<OiTam iD .... 
bOt ~vailable. 'J)DQISe t.Q .tau,ues abowtDa true:ten were: at f.ult 

ll'l ~ CoWlty. bowever. the percentage In more than ...u III<' accidents In ..hId! !be)' , ... 
cf car driven beln8 cJt.ed b)' the apoedAl force 111 Invol""'-
Dearly twl"" Lb.Il' blgh. or 41 _~ local hIib Tbe test program Wa!I authOrti.J::ed by ~ 
wly palrol olllcWa..,d yeslerday. U"" ._red Ill' Nle Seo>. John Soymoar, H.·AIr 

Vlrtually balI 01 the 403 Ucke'" ,",ue<l JlJ>ce 
J.n. II .. the l\Iyward-l'ffinoa' ~ or !be TIle P_" "':J>r1m&'7 ~. a<=<:dInJ -Nimitz .....110 moIori>!&, &aJd orricer Fred l\IAr. Io III<' ....blln& Iepl&U"", .... to c:nck down "" 
lin. Inlek..... 

Oil the nortbe.n1 al..n!!1l..C'.;h of t.be ~ay. from P.l.rt>J offldab Jay -.1I10IU,. .n mowrillu 
Sao 1.0""0%0 10 !be Sao Fr~ Bay .Iopped Ill' Lbo " ....prtl!lle" e&n hi"" aald lbq 
Brldie, II. 01 2~ IIcketll bav,._" "",loris", IhInIlthe .pedAl eampalgn ... JIOOd Idea. 
aald Pal Neboa 01 !be ClIP, Bel ...... __ 111 !be)' I... lllP..IY 

Nelson ..Id lb, CHP', apoe<:al f".". wOllld llIte palrol ofll""", ""'Y !I()( _ l:nIcIIen drlvlni dan
to cite • higher percentage 01 t.rueken - but 01« 8eroU!1y wbeD the oUiC'ef'l' .ttentiotl 11 focused oa 
fleers have been tbwill1ed by an uoe.xpect.ed rU5h apeedlDg ear drlv...... . 
of errant mol«'1!l& SaJd C'ynthl.l Cllave::. _ regularly drIveoa.c 

He usert.ed lbat IIle spoclaI patrol ellort has NImItzlrom ..... homo In SaIl Loan4ro 10 1Ocd·1n 
0Irl>e<l the Itlnd 01 bad truck drlv!ng - Ia.Ilgallng, Ber1<eley: 
speedin, ."d """". lane chan,.. - thai "".... "A moville vao just ab<mt momed me brtD 
mosl fatal acddentz blamed ... InickerI. .....!beT laDe !be other 11&,." 

Oakland Tribune 
February 10, 1987 
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Truckers back CHP crackdown 

Nimitz Freeway d~signated as tllrget area for undercover vehicles 
SyS__ _ 

McOIrtchy New. s...a 
A new California Hishway PI' 

IroJ prognun usini Jaw-profile can 
to c:ra.c:i: down on speed.ina AnCl 
reckles.siy d.riYcn biB. truCks ~ • 
mostly posltive n:sporue from 
truck d.rivers pausing for lunch last 
week in Sacnunc:mo. 

"Soumh like a load idee fl) 

me." said lS-yea.r-01d 1.« Thomp
son of Omaha, Neb. "What', the 
sense of having !aWl on the 'boob 
if you don't enforce 'em. 

ul think I'm in the mianoi}'." 
the d!tver said. uhm ~e's an aW. 
ful lot of junk out there on the 
highways. and I've seen an awful 
"" ofabwe." 

Like BlO5t or m(: other drivers at 
the ttuck :st.oP. Thomps.on hlll.lb 
frei.&ht 00 • aiant is-whee! ria the 
kind IIUi<I<d by the CHP', .... 
dron to stem a ~y rU.e in 
truck....t-1ault a.ccid c:nlJ, 

Sina: 19&2, said CHP u:ll111n;" 
siona' James E. Smith. trud:.....t· 
'ault JQ;:ide:nlJ in California have 
climbed 50 1"'"=' from 12.1~91O 
18,029. 

For the averare m()l(Of')st coo
rropr.ins bij truck! on frt:eWl)"l'o. 

flit ca.n be a vt:f)' sc.at'Y th1n.i.." said 
...,,' Son. John SoymOlll', It-AnA
heim, sumor of ~tion ,uthe;. 
rizing Ihe pDol program, 

The legisl.ator said his oWa: had 
received complaints from truckcn 
saying the jobs an: '''bard eDoup 
now without hlvill.$ SmoKey (the 
CHP) bn:a.1JUng dovm our Men," 

Ojl thlnk we're Bivins Smok~ 
an equal oppommill' h ..... " Soy. 
mour sakl', 

Smith I1'Id Seymour spoke at. 
Capitol press canfermoe to Ill 
UOIJ.llCe the program whl.;;h will uti
li%e 15 spoedaIly~marked patrol can 
nOl readily identif'libk 1$ CH? ~ 

.art:/iU. 
• High"",y 99-In'=la1e l b<

twc:'.:l Baka"SrM:ld and Verdugo 
Hills. 

• ~i&hway 99 from the San 
Joo.quin.5UUlisJ.aus CountY tine on 
the north to 

the Mesud.-Madc:ra County lint 
on the lOuth. 

• lntmta~ , in AnahCm. Santa 
An..tId Irvine. 

• A ,-'-mile segment of Inter· 
rune 110 in Westm.instcr in Orange 
County whl:h has the highest vol· 
ume of truck tram, in the m~ 
ll,Q)j pd' day. 

Accordmj to CHP SUlt:istics., 
hl.;;ies, 'about SQ pc:rcent of trucko.flt-fflul! 

The (:f'I.Ckdown sta.rU thk week lI::Ci1c:nts durin.a J985 were caused 
and will run IhroUih D«. 31 oe by c!ri= error, witJl the fCIUI I<od. 
r"", freeway> witJl baovy !ruCk lc& = ~ unsafe opcul (2J 
,,...me and I1lih \nJd acti:l"" .'''''''''It):Iml&!.-J.,,,, cI!ana<o (18 
"""' 

"if thl5 is succodul," ,Xymour
saki, >lI'd like to see it implc
rnentcd on • sunewid:e bIJis, 
We'", asIdna for •• very in-depth 
re;xm" II the end ot the~. 

The Wi" &reIU: 
• lntcntate 880, also t.noW]'J I.S 

the Nimltt F=way or old Hlah· 
...y 17, in the Ooi1ILnd·HaVW1lnf 

pcranl), improper turn! (18 per
tt:rI!) and bn~ .rmrtina/ba.Ck~
ina {II pcrcem). 

Unlike: rquIar CHP cars. these 
[)odael, Cb<vrol<u ond Fonb 
don'l have whip antc:nn.a.s.. over
bead liahn and push bumpen.
ADd i:I&.Jta,d or b\al;:k...a.nd..white., 
!bey IIl1: painta:l ~ rod, 
bIue, ..., ond......" while..uin

ing wh.ite doors wilh lht CHP .s.ea.I, 
Smilh saki uniformed driven in 

the can will cooce:ncrnle on truck 
violations. He said plaru t:alls lor 
opcn.rin8 t::aCh e:ar II asl 80 
hours pd' week IU"Id duu orr~ 
BS!!sned to these can would abo 
a.smt at tlO'.idmts a.nd otht:\" emer·
.e::nci=. 

1M program w the enthusias
tic endors.ement of the CaIltorrua 
Trueting A..sscx:i.ation, D.C;Ording 
to as:soclntion ftPrtSOlUttlve Ka.n:n 
c. RasfTnJs$otn. 

At the tn.ICk stop in Sacramen
to, d.rtver Wttym Ma.tk:y, 36, or 
Milroy. Pe.., sh.rug,ged when told 
of the CHP's pilot project. 

"Don't both« me. beawe 1 
<100 f t d.riYe in a hutT)' anywhere." 
Malloy iIIlid ,,1l.GC wWli 10 plac< 
It can It I pay tdcphonoe. ;.) gO at 
I slow p8II:% and 1isu::n to the mu~","For PIC lnman, 28, who drives 
an IS-whod Iii ba>Od in Omlha, 
Neb .• the qur:stion Wl$ moot. 

<tidy rruck don't 80 fut bec:luse 
it', eat. governor," he Rid. "Sa
t)' miles an bour lhal'S as f~ as itaoes,H 

Accidents down 
THE CALlFORNlA Highway Patrol 

notes with satistacuon that accidents 
are down throughout the sta.J, but espe
chilly on highways patrolled by specially 
marked Cars, where decreases of between 
20 to 40 percent were recorded. 

The CHP cars are are marked on the 
sides, but are not recognizable from the 
front or back. 

Overall truck accidents were down 6.8 
percent for the first quarter, but In areas 
patrolled by the speciaJJy marked cars, 
truck accidents were down 12.7 percent 
and truck-at·fault accidents were down 
19,6 percent. 

That's good news, Now, if the legisla
ture would JUS! authorize the use of radar 
by the CHP, we could expect even further 
gains in highway safety. 

"lRUCKERS , _ , ," "ACCIDENTS ... , " 
Morgan Hill Times and San Martin News Modesto Bee 
January 13, 1987 June 19, 1987 
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Tickets by the truckload 

Unmarked CHP carsput brakes on accident rate 

"'-

A

pUD( proJrlm IUUI& u. 
Dl11I'W eti'P rtr I \0 
rnd;: do.,. lID ta:k*""..... .,. .............. 


' ..blC~ boa '!.t&runc..ntll' rNured 
tru~" aon:k!.enu IUtttJw". Cld pat
l.JI"ulln, In l.DI Al:l(rle:l Caw:lt}. 
ofhrllh sUd, 

CUln& • ~ Ie trud,· 
in~o:l,rd ~ldPntI of 111 prn'e'SlI 
JU\l"lIlde ;aDd 14 ~111 klcl.Uy /Wi 
tlllW in.,n!vHJ in lb. P"Cllnm 10 
lnt' IIl'I1 qUJl~r 01 HIf'T.lptlles!:'lUl1 
1I,cI\R1 10\.1:13 ~Id Ihal CtWornb 
Htltb ••)' Patrol Commuuontr 
J,un" Smlu, f'! pll'.I'W"d "llh tbI 
mulu "" lu ~H lh.d: lInu:iI:'JI'Il..m· 
4lrs, Ih('r~ .W b! • Iood tb.aJH~Wt 
Ih..) _ill br adr.ltIl ror &1'1 utrD' 
'\IDIJ- p.u1 its 0f'tI1rW (le.Jdflnt or 
Dt<f. 31, uk! Wtu 

Mus iud wt \tlJrt·n4'.ul1 Jirct
drn.u N:,..,jdt tuvC' btoofll J?Cloced 
by 19J """,:orat ill Ihl:' rtn; qUjnf1\ 

~'i\'e tun l"k'tlvPd ~ c;;m. 
pLaiDtl 10 far ,ad • lot (If ~ 
IMvl' nllt'CIln \0 Ihlnk ~," uk! U. 
Don Bo:::lUIgtum., tbt" JWthl:Tll di~ 
lI6cn tDOfdl1ulDI' or \k !pf'('iaD7 
II'Ilrlcd p.:I1rtta Tt'hidt progn.m tot 
Lbr C'HP Lhal ~ lScan.. "WI! "erl! 
I'IO'! t'OllYUK'iPd t.b.b: _ould iapPl"U 
..beD 1ft Otgu. bul .tdden~ an 
'W') doWb In OI.lf .rt\&... 

the ftaltCflU;td)< mar'ed t-ttol 
~.. bKrwn 01l Ibe tn.Ickl!!f"l" 
dtiltDJ bud radio cuno!"l! • 
~tY In. ptua wtlIppt't," doc no! 
Mn tJnU'~lIC)' Debt.. on tD:f' root. 
tombrr lIcbtl oa 1M tar dtd .. 
'M1'UcaI dubbGard mousll for .th0l· 
IfUlI.I and &n! ~ 101M! colon 
ntbl!!t Uu:n cblll. I.radlUan.tl blltk 
1M .bILt, 

But to Ulure tn.u:k drh'm and 
W('l' molofuU th&l ttlt non ~ 
oprnltd by In,..! tn rorott'l!' 
menl of(H:en. lhey dO' lnVt JII )1
urell CliP Im:icnla (XI Itt sidr ODDC', 
1.'."1 Ie... t'oruph'UO'U$ sldr· 

CHP 
ConUf1\,utd hom pl,e "·1 

to CHP !t:lUS"IIt"S, ID 1962 Ihl'fr Wrfl' 
26,651 trod. In\ol'td Jrnornu In 

ClhfnrnLl 10' 1Q3(i, Ihl"fl' "'Ut 
35.•70, an IOcrU~ uf JJ pt'Tt'tnC 
"f'b~ lru::tCIl!>l' ot trurk ,.HIOl! :Jt't'i 
dent! l1'\1rn 12.16 III t~ ttl IB.tC9 
In Ia.; ,.,-,H nrilrly 50 ptrtrn! 

fkN"n/:.h::H:1o $.lp 111:11 lhl' plio! 
p(oRtlm IJ !'lOt lOor"in~ :a.!! lOt-II In 
tbt: mClrnfIQitUn 1r.'U "\!liMn OUT 
unltlltktd can lUl' r'~u"h:1 In 
bultlpt" to·bornprf Irlfhr, Ihty 
{";off I ObJ,of'TH! ~~ rn~n~ HO!11J(,"~·· 

lriollO ~!nc:tu;m 'i"turi• .3r('«knlJ. 
b:I''-':' u·tn:unrd thl' $.am" II our 
\'I.'rdu~o Hill.. loc~llon In GlendJIt' 
Bul \lor (H'I II') mil drunl! "'me 
,1Xld Ih~'r .. brc"U'4' luff\(: \'ulumr 
b "up :; pprrt'nl (rorn f;nl :!oUT 
Mol}W lhrr(' I.!> il rUf)OIi'f of "nod 
dn"lug frorn Lbr otnn arru" 

moWl~ nod Ugb~ and VI!' dmtD ('atcbiDI WIlHMn:LaI vdlida, uid bet'n rT'Wlliut'd, MI Jdd..-d 
bJ va1l'CIOlI«1 ortk't'n. .. CHP .pnl>esma.o. But K'vcra.I TbI'! Irg~lltHl:l • .u lpolUOre<l by

'l"bI! uJ,l\lrkrd an m htw, Olber Alls, DuJ,Dly til Lbt M)(hi'~ stak SetL Jobn Sryrnour. R·Alu· 
IDPd oc ~h,il'" wttb Arni1kitot .n<! Eut, UM' unrrurknJ IItbldo bl'iltl...bo wu ttmn!'rnt'd lhat 
lrUCk~t ralet \flI:hu11l'lg ~h tor a1Il)'~ of !ralfK I'ruOl't'trtlconL «"lIck dn\'l'n wl!h CB rlJdi(l!; :lnd 
forn.b$l from i.\ahnfkJd to'SWck· C.urorrw: la..... bin IU.dIllOfl' bi.1!. vir:"':! frem IIOp lhrlr tn-riot 
toe. lut.t!rtt.1ite 8Ill nut OOl.lIW:l, aU)' forbidden lh~ u:w- or r.dar and tn:DPt ni:B WCOlr dt/jint: 5Pl"t'd 
Int«nL1Lt 110 In Lm Ml!tlts 1M unmu·tnJ vducles for r(,~llllJr tr.l- IimiU .nd Irurk ..reldent:. "',no 
intHsLJlI S ftnm thr Grilp!"\'il'l(, In fie etdort'emC'J]1 Tbl' pra~rJm b,u n.rln11.t.n Ilurn!n~ nil' 
P;1"f"lI Coulll)' 10 Glt'Il~I(' in 1.." ItOI t"OSt any nita mIlO!!)', Tht Hi Sinrt J!i6'l.1rurk ~rddt'nL' h4H' 
County. an hiln aJI'TU' fram th.. r~!:uLH lOCITl.:lPd drJrt\.;llIrallr Mrordlnl{ 

No Dth('r JUlt hal , ptOinm neet or 2.:Dl pllrnl nra and are 
utUlling unlT'Wfked nn J(HeJy for }un fep;1i.nled, Tht' offk'1iIn h.ne c:tF/A-6 

Los Angeles Herald Examiner 
July 21,1987 
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Let's hearit for the CHP 

JUls'·i11la.lne the scene. Irs "'*n a tough 

day, ar.Q the husband is ooth late and livid as 
he pUlls to a tire-scre,oching stop in front of 
Ills home, 

"The 61'7. '&# CHP'" lie yells at his 
wife, slamming thoe front door in anger_ "One 
of those 'truckbusm Highway Patrol cars 
had the nerVe to pull me over! I was doin' 
eo, but those guys are only supposed to stop 
lrorks! I'm calling my local assemblyman:" 
I You expect that kind of ludicrous think
ing on simplistic TV cop shows, where the 
bad guys jeeringly flip the bird at the poor 
o!firers Il'ho have to stop chasing them on 
some technicality. But in real Iile, com· 
plaints just like that are getting a sympa· 
thetic ear Irom Eastbay Assembly members 
Elihu Harris, Delaine Eastin and Johann 
Klehs, 

The legislators seem to leel it's unsport· 
ing for the low-profile CHP cars - put on 
the road in January specifically to go after 
dangerous and illegal trucks - to also haul 
down lIagrantly illegal car drivers. 

True, the cars don't have the distinctive 
black·and·white paint scheme and roollop 
light bars thaI give detennined speeders a 
chan~ to spot them In time 10 slow down, 

Bul catching dangerous drivers isn't 
some sporting evenl where the lawbreakers 
get a special handicap. 

Speeding and reckless driving on Califor
nia freeways cost hundreds 01 lives, maim 
\housands 01 people and do rn.illions of dol· 
lars worth 01 damage every year. Every 
reckless driver stopped is a potential acci· 
dent prevented. It shouldn't mailer whether 
the vehicle is a truck or a car. The game a 
lot 01 car drivers like to play - cursing 
trucks lor speeding while they speed along 
themselves - should nol be delended by 
lawmakers. 
, "The perception 01 the voters is that they 

have "'*n hoodwinked and tricked by you," 
Assemblywoman Eastin, I).Union City, told 
CHP Commissioner James Smith at a Trans· 
portation Commillee bearing last week, 

Hoodwinked because the CHP is doing Its 
j<)b 01 citing lawbreaking and dangerous mo
torists? That stretches logic past the break· 
ing point. 

The CHP said clearly before the program 
began Ihat Ihere would be arrests for "ag· 
gravated passenger vehicle violations," car 
drivers so reckless or so fast lhat there's an 
imminent danger of an accident. Officers in 
the program are told their main job is to 
redu~ Iruck accidents, but they shouldn't 
igIWre flagrantly illegal car drivers, Those 
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instructions should be praised, not ron. 
demned. 

"I've received more phone complaints on 
this than any other issue," said Harris, I). 
Oakland, the committee chair. By that logic, 
Harris would have to go to bat for thieves il 
enough of Ihem called to complain thaI they 
were being caught. 

"Tbe public doesn't like the CHP 10 be 
sneaky," said Klehs, D·Saa Leandro, 
Sneaky?? The low'profile cars do still have 
Ihe familiar CHP logo on their doors, What 
aooul the sneaky molorists wbo want beller 
odds on breaking the law? 

These legislators seem to have forgollen 
thaI the issue bere is saving lives, They 

should have the guts 10 stand up to peopJe 
Who think the game isn'l fair because they 
gal caught. 

Statewide, one,third of the program's cj. 
ta lions are going to car drivers, who make 
up 8. percent of the traffic in the test areas. 
Truckers, only 15 percent of the trarric, get 
two-tbirds 01 the citations, 

"It is nol my understanding thaI officers 
are expected to ignore violations 01 the 
law," CHP Commissioner Smith said at last 
week's hearing, 

Smitb Is right Legislators - and the 
public should appJaud the CHP for hel]>" 
ing to make dangerous highways safer, not 
condemn it for hassling speeding car drivers. 






